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Policy etnphasizes no tolerance
by Lloyd Dalton

written warning. First-time violators will still

STAFF WRITER

be required to attend an alcohol education
class, but will also be placed on residence
hair probation for at least two

In the past, beer cans and liquor bottles
have been fairly common sights in residence

hall trash rooms.
Though SCSU is a "dry campus,"
penalties for drinking in the residence halls
have not been enough to keep students from
enjoying themselves with intoxicating
beverages.
That may no longer be true.

"We really _are going to more of a notolerance policy," said Adelaide Turkowski,
associate director of Residential Life.
The most significant change in residence

hall disciplinary policy is the removal of the

quarters.

·

"We are considering everything students
are hearing now as the written warning,"
Turkowski said.
The policy change was made as a result of
input from open studen1 forums held last
spring to discuss alcohol use on campus.
According to Lee Bird, vice president for
Student Life and Development, students at
the forums advocated stiffer penalties for oncampus drinkers.
"Students were often more radical about
alcohol policy than we were," Bird said.

"There were significant numbers of
students at the forums who were in favor of a
first-time-goodbye poli cy," said Mike
Hayman, director of Residential Life.
The new policy also spells out more
definite penalties for repeat offenders, ·
including mandatory university probation for
at least a year for students who commit three
violations. As in the past, alcohol violations
are given to anyone in a room with alcohol or
alcoholic containers.
"We're addressing the problem somewhat
more aggressively," Bird said. "But the code
of conduct has not changed. No student will
not have a hearing."
Administrati ve hearings arc generally
held before a residence hall director or a

represenlative from the Student Life and
Development office. Such hearings most
often consist of an explanation of the charges,
a summary of any investigation 1hllt has been
made, an opportunity for the student to reflect
upon and respond to the charges, and an
explanation of any disciplinary sanctions
imposed.
Hayman explained that the circumstances
of each violation of alcohol policy are taken
into account by the university, citing
instances of students walking into a room
where others are drinking.
''Primarily, we hold the residents whose
room it is as most responsible," he said.
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Just across the Mississippi River from SCSU, visitors
can stroll through a maze of beautiful flowers.
Munsinger and Clemens Gardens are a collection of
gardens, each with a unique story to tell. ·
Muns...:nger-{fa:"de!IS- ~-~.d a f ~ ' l i n ~ r
who was the Superintendent of Pads in Sf.'Cloudduring
the 1900s. Munsinger loved flowers and birds and
designed a great ponion of the gardens.
Clemens Gardens is a gift to lhe City of St. Cloud
from Bill and Virginia Clemens. Virginia Clemens has
battled multiple sclerosis for more than 40 years and
spends most of her time in her home across the street
from the gardens. Bill Clemens funded the establishment
and development of Clemens Gardens as a gift to his
wife.
Visitors flock to the gardens during the slimmer
months. According to Dave Morreim, nursery supervisor,
the gardens average 2,(XX) to 3,000 visitors each day.
Recently the gardens have received worldwide
publicity. KMSP (channel 9) did a story on the gardens
and it was picked up by CNN. The gardens have also
been featured in Minnesota Honiculturist, the AAA
magazi ne, and literature can now be found at the St.
Cloud Convention and Visitors Bureau, Mall of America
and the Welcome to Minnesota center on the
Minnesota-Iowa border.
The University Chronicle recently took a closer look
at Munsinger/Clemens Gardens.

Shane A. Opatz/PHOTO EDFTOR

A bumblebee works to gather nectar from the pistil of a Dahlia flower Monday mo ming at one of the Munsinger
Gardens. The Munsinger and Clemens gardens are located on the banks of the Mississippi River and Kilian
Blvd. just across the river from campus. The gardens are open to the public.
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Atwood celebrates 30th birthday this week
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS 'EDITOR

Atwood Memorial Center was dedicated
30 years ago, and faculty and students will
celebrate during Atwoodstock and other
events on Friday.
Atwoodstock will be on the mall from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. The official cutting of the
birthday cake will be at noon. "We may even
be singing 'Happy Birthday' to Atwood,"
said Margaret Vos, director of AMC.
Many people and organizations have been
asked to participate in the celebration. Jim
Bush, who often sells flowers in AMC, will
be giving away flowers to students on the
mall. Some students will be roving artists,

_

News/ 3 -

playing instruments around the mall.
There will be vendors selling tie-dye,
beads, sweaters and other crafts.
"We wanted a crafty vendor setting," Vos
said. She said the celebratiQn will be "crazy
and hazy."
.•
Bany Williams, who played Greg Brady
on the "Brady Bunch" TV show, wi ll be in
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday for a presentation called "Growing
Up Brady". Tickets are required for this event
from the organizations office in Atwood and
the SCSU Kick-off week booth. They are free
for students, two tickets per student LD. or $7
for the public.
Williams will show clips from the "Brady
Bunch,'' answer questions and ~ign

autographs.
'The Brady Bunch" movie will be shown
at 4 p.m. in the Atwood Little Theatre on
Friday, and can also be seen all day Thursday
and Friday in The Quany.
The day of celebration will end with a
concert from the Surahoolies cal led
"Surahoolies Get Groovy" in The Quany
from 9 p.m. until I a.m. The Surahoolies will
play some retro songs in addition to their own
and will dress in retro clothing, Vos said.
"We're going to try to incorporate as
mJny era songs as possible," said
Martin Wolfe, percussionist for the
Surahoolies.
Gift certificates for $100 at the bookstore
will be given away to winners of a Brady

Commenta

10

look-alike contest at the concert. Students will
be able to sign up for other prizes as well.

According to Wolfe, UPB asked the
Surahoolies to perform duri ng AMC's
anniversary celebration after they perfonned
at the Mississippi Music Festival.
"St. Cloud is our favorite place to play,"
Wolfe said. He said the concert on Friday will
be an opportunity for new students to see
what's available for live music in St. Cloud.
All day Friday there will be 30 cent
specials al vendors throughout AMC, such as
30 cent popcorn and bowling for 30 cents.
There will be prize opportunities on
Friday as well.

Go TO ATWOOD, PAGE 6 •
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CAMPus & CoMMUNJI'\7 BRIEFS
Barry Williams of ''The Brady Recent proposal for St. Ooud · :,~~~::~

Bunch" to tell stories about
popular 1970s 1V series

i

Barry Williams, known by three generations of TV

viewers as Greg Brady, oldest child on
the long-running series, 'The Brady
Bunch," will appear at SCSU Sept. 5.
Williams 90•minute multimedia
presentation, "Growing Up Brady," will
recall what it was like growing up while
working with a high-profi!e television
family.
•
Tickets for Lhe Williams show, which
begins al 7 p.m. in Kimberly Ritsche
Auditorium, are free with SCSU student
Coming Friday ID and $7 for the public. For
in(orrnation call 255-3004.
Tickets can be purchased in Atwood Center room 117.
They'll also be available at Mainstreet.
·

Community Center unveiled

Early last week, news of a proJX)sal for a St. Cloud
Community Event Center had South Side residents caught off
guard.
A group of local business owners and government officials
revealed the plan Aug. 25. Members of the House Capital
Investment Committee toured three JX)SSible locations on the
South Side, including the SCSU campus.
The Event Center is a possible threat to homes and
businesses that could be forced to move, and this was the first
notice to the publi_c of the proposal.

Old elevator motor causes
evacuation of Stearns Hall
Around 6 p.m. Monday a burning odor was detected in
Steams Hall. It turned out to be a burnt out elevator motor.
For safety precautions, the fire-alarm was pulled and all of

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
THURSDAY
Hypnotist - Fredrick
Winters
1st show: 6:30 p.m. Kimberly Aitsche Auditorium.

2nd show: 9 pm. - Ritsch,
A1,_,d.ii,"'~t ..

"Romeo and Juliet"
7 and 9:30 p.m. Atwood
Theatre. Also playing Friday
and Saturday.

The Quarry Rocks
Dance
10 p.m. - Midnight, The
Quarry,AMC.

FRIDAY
"Growing up with
Brady"
7 p.m. Ritsche.Auditorium.
Barry Williams, better known
as Greg Brady.

"Surahoolies Get
Groovy'; Concert
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Atwood
Ballroom.

SATURDAY
Club Comedy with
-David Orion
8 p.m. The Quarry, AMC.

To ~u.bmit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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"We'd rather he safe than sony," said Kathy Cooney,

director of Stearns Hall. "We!d like to clarify that there was no
fire, no smoke, and no flames."

VA outpatient arrested after
dousing office with gas and
threatening to bum
An angry patient of the Veterans Affairs Medical Center
doused an employee office with gas and threatened to start it
on fire Aug. 28.
Chad Fouquette showed up for his scheduled appointment
with a can of gas and doused an employee's office at about 4
p.m. He held up a lighter, threatening to start the room on fire,
according to Phil Ringstrom, a spokesman for the St. Cloud
medical center.
'
Fouquette later left the office and went to the VA mental
health ward where he was ~ted by VA police.

& NATION BRIEFS

Minimum wage Clinton will not
workers get pay . attend funeral
for lady Diana
increase

American attending in an .official workers stole more than $37
capacity.
million from a Zurich, Switzerland
The
officials
said
the post office in a daylight raid
announcement that Clinton would Monday in one of the world's
not attend was not made until the biggest robberies, authorities said.
The five robbers fooled a string
British government decided that
Whether or not bosses of
Hillary Rodham Clinton will while the funeral would be of security precautions at the post
minimum wage workers liked it, represent the President at the ceremonious, it would not be a stare office, near the Fraumuenster
Church in the middle of Zurich's
they ·gave their workers a 40 cent funeral of Princess · Diana in event.
raise Monday, as minimum wage recognition of her "deep persDnal • During his presidency, Clinton old town.
Driving. a d,elivery -van , .with
reased to..$5:-1'5-:u,,-l'lll\
uOC-"---"""'"ia"tion" with her. the White has only once traveled abroad for
The incruse will directly affect H~
d'Tiiesday.. the funeral of a foreign dignitary. stolen post office plates and decals,
the
robbers showed phony
the wages of an estimated 6.8
Lockhart said Mrs. Clinton will That was in November 1995 after
identification papers to get past a
million workers, and indirectly :~~y ~ ~e:/nm:~u;1~:t~i the assassination of Israeli Prime · security gate and enter the inner
Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
courtyard of the post office, law
:~~~~la~is t~~!li~~~e ':ini%:n~ the United States. He said there wi lr
enforcement officials said.
wage as starting pay, the people ~~lteg~ona"rec°:~:ia\h~t ns~t:
Using handguns to hold postal
above minimum will get an state funeral."
workers at bii.y, the robbers began
increase, too.
He said William Crowe, U.S.
loading several containers of cash
The increase to $5.15 sti ll leaves ambassador 10 Great Britain and
from a loading dock into the van. In
minimum wage workers below the fonner chainnan of the Joint Chief
a few minutes, they had filled the
poverty level of $12,517.
of Staff, will be the only other
vehicle.
Anned robbers t>Osing as postal

Bank robbers
•get away with
$37 million
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20YFARSAGO...
The University Chronicle (UC)
went to publishing weekly,
breaking a tradition of twice weekly
that was establi shed in 1964.
. The change was brought about
by a 25 cent honoraria cut from U's
1976-77 budget. SCSU Student
Activities Committee made the cut
and several organizations, such as
UC fund staff positions through
honoraria, a reward for services and
work done for the specific group.
The next summer no issues of
UC were published, but they did
return to twice weekly starting Sept
5 a 40-page issue.
This school year UC will be
published twice weekly, starting
with thit 28-page issue. We will
publish 55 issues in all, plus the
eight published during summer
vacation.

CoR.RECllONS
University Chronicle will
correct errors occurring in its pages
If you believe you have found an
error, call 255-4086.
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Acacia back after almost:four years
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The seven members of Acacia
-the oldest, and at one time largest
fraternity at SCSU holdii;tg over 50

members- are now one step closer
to regaining some of the tradition
the fraternity once had.

The fraternity regained its
SCSU charter on May 12, as well as
the right to be recognized as a
university organization. Acacia had
been placed on a two-quarter
suspension in September of 1993
after a member broke a window in
W.W. Holes Hall with a water
balloon. Less than a month later, the
fraternity was caught serving
alcohol to two undercover security

officers and for selling and
distributing . alcohol to minors
during a house party.

Since then, the fraternity has
been trying to get back its
recognition, but according to new
fratern ity president Dominic
Nelson, past attempts were feeble
and poorly prepared.
"Last fall we put together a
document with alumni, saying what
we were going to do if reinstated,"
Nelson said. "Before, they had no
proof that we could do these
things."
In a letter to fonner fraternity
president Kurt Genereux, dated
Sept. 25, 1996, Lee Bird of Student
Life and Development denied
Acacia re-recognition.
The letter stated, 'The rationale
for this decision is based on two
major factors: the current health of
Acacia (very low membership
making it virtually impossible to
pursue the goals stated in the
proposal); and its poor disciplinary
history on our campus."
According to the director for
University Organizations, Rhoda
Schroeder, the current document
the fraternity gave to the review
board was much more thought out.

I

I

''They had applied a year ago
but there were a number of things
that were not in progress, that were
not being addressed - things that
the university had laid out for them
to be recognized," Schroeder said.
The difference, she said, came
with the new members who
pledged since then.
''They puts things together and
had a very good track record over
the past year and things were very
positive," she said. 'Their fraternity
nationally has really SUpported
ihem and given them goals to shoot
for."
Last fall the fraternity was at its
low point with just four members.
This past school year, the number
rose to seven members. Nelson
hopes that through upcoming
planned events, Acacia can increase
its membership.
On Tuesday, WHMH ( 101.7)
played music at the house, which is
located at 4th Street and 3rd Avenue
during a free barbecue. Yesterday,
Acacia held a block party, with live
bands. playing and games such as
volleyball and horseshoes.
'The whole south side hopefully
is going to get involved to get a
better feeling about the fraternity
right from the start this year,"
Nelson said. He said they're also
going to have an Adopt-a-Block
program as well as a United Way
program run by campus Greek
organizations.
In March, April and May,
Acacia held events at the fraternity
house including an ADAPT
presentation on ~rug and alcohol
awareness, and a Women's Center
presentation on sexual assault.
"We were · committed to
showing that we were doing the
things we had put in the document,"
Nelson said. "We also gave

Lukas Johnson!SrAFF PHCJTOGRAPHEJ/

Senior Dominic Nelson, an International Relations/Business major, decorates his new room in the
Acacia fraternity house. The fraternity regained Its charter in May after being suspended in 1993.
presentations to other sororities and
fraternities, asking for their supJX)rt
in the document, and we had letters
of recommendation from a number
of other fraternities and sororities."
All seven members of Acacia
have joined since 1994, meaning
none are from the time when the
fraternity lost its charter. Nelson is
one of the three newest members,
joining in November.
"Every member is entirely
critical," Nelson said. "Events are
critical We're hosting a number of
events to show we do care what's
going on. We want to build relations
throughout the community."
Nelson felt that fraternities had
two main bad reputations:
fraternities are about buying
friends; and they are elitist groups

that don't socialize with other nonfraternal organizations. Nelson said
neither is true of Acacia or any
Greek group on campus.
"I didn't join for anything of that
reason," Nelson said. "I joined to
help bring back (Acacia) to campus
so others can join it. Also, we like to
have
socials
with
other
organizations, such as American
Marketing
Association
and
International Students Association."
According to Nelson they've
already had a social with the ZClub.
Acacia's faculty advisor, Al
Grewe said the fraternity has finally
served its time, although he feels it
was a long periOO.
'There's been a series of delays
and (the members of Acacia)

weren't told why they were delayed
recognition," said Grewe, a
professor
in
the
Biology
department.
He added, 'They had meetings
with members of administration
and they'd go away feeling pretty
bad. They were told 'pretty soon,
next time, next quarter,' so it was
always an indefinite periOO."
He said it is going to be tough
for Acacia to gain new members
because they are not going to be
able to entertain potential members
in the same way other fraternities
can, referring to parties.
'They're on probation and it's
illegal," Grewe said. ''They're
going to be watched very, very
closely. A lot of people are going to
be watching them."

Work-study and student Semester conversion
workers' pay increases just one year away
by Eric S. Dietz

by Kim Dehnem
It's fall quarter and that means "back to
work" for many work-study students.
Many of these students may have a
pleasant surprise in store for them. Beginning
with the pay period on September 3, workstudy students will experience a wage
increase from $5.30 to $5.50 an hour.
The decision was determined by the
Student Employment Guidelines Committee
headed by Bill Tschida, director of Human
Resources. This committee consists of seven
or eight people who decide on various workstudy issues.
·
About a year and a half ago, the board
rules changed and the decision of wage
increases for work-study students was made
by the Board Office to the Student
Employment Guidelines ComlTiittee.
"At the time of this change, the budget had
already been made for the year," said Tschida.
"We made the commitment to talk about a
wage increase for the 1997-98 year. We
wanted to increase the wage while keeping
the same amount of work-study students for
each department. We also took into
consideration how much money other
universities pay to their work-study students,"
Tschida said.
Once this committee reaches a consensus,

STAFF WRITER

the recommendation must be approved by
SCSU President Bruce Grube. This decision
was turned over to Grube last year by the
state.
• 'The committee took into consideration
how they could help out the most students,"
said David Lund, acting business manager..
Work study is funded by state and federal
funds. The University did not receive any
extra funding for this increase.
Frank Morrissey, associate director of
financial aid said, "Federal work study
gives 75 percent of the money and the
institution must pay the other 25
percent."
Student workers are awarded work study
and are then placed in departments that need
them. Students hired who are n0;t work-study
are paid from ·department funds'.. These
students are also receiving the increase in
pay.
"The amount of money that goes to
each department depends on the different
needs in each area of the university," said
Lund.
The increase will actually be giving workstudy students more free time because each
student IS given only a certain amount of
money per quarter. With the increase in wages,
they will cam the amount of work-study
money they are offered in less working hours.

With a little more than a year left, SCSU
is preparing for the semester conversion.
"A significant amount of work and
thought has gone into this," said Suzanne
Williams, vice president for Academic
Affairs. "I'm nowhere near a panic button.
We have a full year to resolve this."
Most of the major issues concerning the
conversion have been dealt with. The
question of whether there are proper
resources to teach the courses have been
addressed. The addition of new majors is
causing some sticking points.
When a new major is added, it is not
internally approved. Approval must come from
a higher source such as the Minnesota State
University System or an accreditation board.
Minor issues that are currently being
dealt are the courses that are going to be
offered for graduating credit and the daily
schedule.
The initial deadline for completion of the
conversion is mid-October. With the
conversion comes the need for a new
undergraduate and graduate bulletin.
'The conversion means a total revision of
the catalog," Williams said.
Publications needs enough time to get the
proper resources reprinted in time for
transfer students and to advise students for
the fall of 1998.

An example of two courses that are being
combined are English 162 and 163.
'"The emphasis in this combination will be
on English 163. That is where we find students
need writing skills for the modem world," said
Lin Holder, associate vice president of
Academic Affairs and Semester Conversion
Coordinator. Holder advises students either to
take both courses before the conversion or wait
until the classes are combined
Some departments have requested transition
courses for students who have completed only
the first half of a sequence of courses.
Academic Affairs has compensated by
offering an additional six sections of English
162 for the fall. Steps are being taken to
ensure that enough sections of English 163
will be offered winter and spring quarter to
allow students to complete the sequence.
A similar situation of the English 162
and 163 is being seen across the board in all
of the colleges.
"We' ll do our best to help students not
make mistakes," Holder said.
The problem lies in students who have an
undeclared major. The university needs time
to advise these students so that they dff not
begin a sequence that they are unable to
finish before the semester conversion takes
place. If this advising is able to take place
there will not be a need for transition

Go TO SEMESTERS, PAGE 8•
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OPS gears up for school.year

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE: EDITOR

UPS officers-in-training drive on a skid surface Friday at the
Defensive Driving Range.

UPS offers security and safety tips
to protect students, others at SCSU
by Shawn Neudauer

people utilize the escort SCrvicc,"
Trqbec siid. ''It's free and it's there
to help protect students."
Crime exists at SCSU and theThefe were 12 forcible sex
officers of University Public Safety offenses reported in 1996 at
want students to be careful while SCSU. Even going short distances
they are here.
can be _ potentially dangerous
There are a number of things to without a friend nearby. When
be on the lookOut for.
students are going home from class
One rule, which was recently at night or even out for a night of
David Briseno, a senior international relations major, holds Ashley Baich_
oo, a junior aviaiion tightened, is the "two-strikes-and- fun, they should bring a friend or
you're-out" rule for the residence two.
major in a pressure point hold. UPS officers participated in activities to sharpen their skills.
halls. Students caught with booze
Some of the other more
twice will have an SCSU official common mistakes people make on
asking them to "please leave the or near campus include leaving
residence halls."
book bags unattended. Avoid
Alcohol accounted for 161 arrests bringing bags to the book exchange
according
to
the
1996
annual
crime
or
the book store. No one is allowed
This class taught the officers several
"One of the things these classes •
by Shawn Neudauer
things. One was how to use teach is people skills," Tro~ said. report that the university files with lo enter either establishmcn_t with
MANAGING: EDITOR
·
pressure
points
to
subdue· "An officer needs to be able to the state government. This number is allything but a wallet or purse.
Another mistake people make is
While students began moving in combative suspects. Anoth~r was communicate well and analyze a up from 32 the year before.
Theft is the next most not locking bicycles to a bike rack.
Monday, · men and women in how and when to use force in a situation when ge_tting involved.
uniform directed people, traffic and tense situation.
This helps keep the use of force to a common crime committed at Locking your bike to a tree or sign
SCSU. There were _88 reports in is an invitation for a ticket or bike
watched everything in order to
These classes teach the officers minimum."
ensure public safety.
how to work together and give them
"It's great to get the cha!lce to 1996. Tlleft can be easy to deter if clamp from UPS.
Many people also forget to
They even responded to a fire and idea of what to expect from koow the newer people," said Jason students know what to do to
protect their cars as well as their
alarm in Steams Hall. They are the each -other. Telecky, UPS officer and senior from protect themselves.
"Lock
your
donn
room
door,"
person.
Trobec-suggested removing
officers of University Public Safety
An observer might think a Glencoe. 'This also gives us the
said Mary Jo Trobec, interim valuables from vehicles before
and while anyone can become a prospective officer would have to chance to brush up on_a few things."
director
for
UPS.
"It's
the
easiest
parking
them. Many vehicles are
UPS officer, all officers must go be a criminal justice major, but this
SCSU may be one of the few
through a training period.
is not a requirement.
universities to exclusively use thing 10 forget and it's the one thing burglarized every year and people
most
people
don't
do."
lose
CDs,
jewelry and book bags.
"We have a rare situation here at
students for security, but others call
Locking your residence hall ·
Students should take out of their
SCSU," said Gene Gilchrist, vice
here for advice.
president of Administrative Affairs.
''We get calls every now- and door even if you're only going to be cars anything they consider
"Most other schools use a full-time,
then for ideas on how to improve a gone a few seconds can deter a valuable and put it somewhere safe.
There were 29 reports of
professional security company to
training program," Gilchrist said. would-be thief.
''It only takes 30 seconds to run burglary in 1996, compared to 18
patrol their campuses. We are one
"In fact, one of the reasons
of few schools that exclusiVely uses
Southwest State [University] in lo the bathroom," added Aaron and 3 in the previous two years.
St. Cloud Police and UPS
students."
Mankato recruited Mark Petrick Stellmach, UPS officer. "Bui it only
SCSU has a training program
was because of_ the program he set takes a thief a couple of seconds to officers patrol parking lots and city
open your door, reach inside and streets frequently, but they can't
is
for its public s~fety officers unlike
up here."
catch every instance. Students can
most other universities. It involves a
B"ecause the program is so take a handful of CDs."
The officers of UPS would also give them a hand by learning how
week long training session of
successful, the ~pie at UPS are
classes designed to give officers the
making a video of this year's like to caution students about to tbetter protect themselves and
walking alone ·a1 night.
their valuables by following the
best chance of protecting the public
training course.
...
''We would like to see more suggestions given by UPS.
and themselves.
"We plan to make a tape and
Aaron Stellmach
The officers began their training
show it to the officers to let them
UPS OFFICER
August 23 and continued through
see how they do during the classes,"
CRIME STATISTICS FOR fISCAt YEARS 1994-1996
last Sunday.
"Many of the officers here aren't Stellmach said. "But the tape will
Academic Ytar
1994
1995
1996
Former director of security in t~ criminal justice program," be edited and used for future
Rtports of:
Mark Petrick began · designing the Stellmach said. "While the job is officers."
Aggr3.vated
Assault
0
I
• program nearly IO years ago.
good experience for those in the CJ
The week long session takes
Burglary
18
29
While Petrick was an integral major, anyone who · would use place only once <l year- usually in
Hate Crimes
part in implementing the program, people skills in their fields can learn the summer. The use of~ training
0
Motor Vehicle Theft
0
this year vetl ran officer Aaron them here. We'd like to welcome tape will aid those officers hired
Theft
143
82
Stellmach organized the effort and anyone who is responsible and has during the school year.
88
Murder
0
included such training as visits good people skills."
• In the past, a new officer would
Forcible Sex Offenses'
13
12
from the Bloomington Bomb
Stellmach's point can be proven spend two weeks with a Field
Non-forcible Sex Offenses
0
0
Squ,ad, the Bureau· of Criminal by looking at the officers patrolling Training Officer. The two would
Robbery
0
Apprehension, the St. Cloud Police campus. They are a collection of patrol exactly as. would two trained
and Fire Departments, and a trip tp men and women- from places as officers, ho"1ever the FfO would
Arrestsf;r:
the 1'efensive Driving Range near close as Fridley to places as distant show the newer officer the ropes.
Alcohol violations
25
32
161
Highway 10.
as Tlaxcala, Mexico. These ·
The pr◊quction of the trajning
Drug violations
2
3
The training allows officers the students range in theii: studi~s from tape and the help of the recently
Weapons vk1lations
0
0
chance to get to know each other criminal justice tO• international train~ officers will guide new
*Jltis data rcprescnc reports (if alkgfd and accual criminal ac!h·ity made co
and to learn how to react in different business relations.
officers through the steps to become
tht
office
uf
Univmii_v
Public
S(lfety.
situations.
Mary Jo Trobec, interim director a part of UPS.
One portion of the training for UPS, said people skills are the
For nwre infonnation on how to
Source: St Cloud Slate University Annual Crime Report 1996
included a defensive tactics class. key to making a good officer.
join UPS CQlt 155-3453.
MANAGING EDITOR

"'

UPS officers begin school year with week-long training
course to prepare them for serving campus community

We'd like to

wekome ·a nyone

who responsible ·
and has good
people skills

-,,..,
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SCSU alumnus Will Meemken was asked by Avon residents Stella Heitzman and Connie Young to
take their picture in f_ront of one of the two fountains Tuesday afternoon at Munsinger Gardens.

Munsinger, Clemens .
Gardens represent
past and present
by Kristin Albrecht

A

_GO-NEWS EDITOR

Munsinger and Clemens
Gardens, winding, stony paths

uide visitors on a peaceful stroll
through a maze of colorful flowers.
Munsinger and Clemens Gardens are
located on the banks of the Mississippi River
and Kilian Boulevard just across the river
from SCSU. The ·gardens are the home of
more than 1,000 varieties of flowers and in
Munsinger alone there are more than I00,000
bedding plants which are grown· each year in
the garden's greenhouses. Munsinger and
Clemens Gardens together cover 80 acres.
Munsinger is also the home of seven
peacocks and two cats. Dl;Jcks and Canada

geese return to the garden every year to pay a
visit as well.
Clemens Garden is located ·between
Kilian Boulevard and Riverside Drive. It is
made up of six gardens and has a more
contemporary feel. The garden has red brick
walkways, a fountain and a 20-foot cast-iron
dome.
The six gardens each have a theme. The
Virginia Clemens Rose Garden is made up of
more than 70 types of roses and 1,200 rose
bushes. It is one of the largest rose gardens in
Minnesota.
Another garden that stands out is the
White Ganlen. This garden was inspired by
the White Garden at Sissinghurst Castle in
Kent, England. Each garden has a place to
rest nearby and gives visitors a chance to sit
and soak in the beauty surrounding them.

Reviewing the history of Munsinger
Gardens is a chance to remember and cherish
the past. During the 1880s, the lower east
bank of the Mississippi River in St. Cloud
was the site of a sawmill. About 1915, the
City Of St. Cloud purchased the area known
as Riverside Park and Munsinger Gardens.
This purchase was made possible by fonner
St. Cloud Mayor Peter J. Seberger and the
generosity of the riverside property owners.
Munsinger Gardens didn 't separate from
Riverside Park until 1946. That same year the
City of St. Cloud dedicated what is now
known as Munsinger Gardens to fonner
Superintendent of Parks, Joseph Munsinger,
who loved flowers and birds.
During the Great Depression, the Works
Progress Administration planted trees and
flower beds. They also created rock~lined
paths, a lily pond and a fountain. Dave
Morreim, nursery supetvisor, gives most of
the credit to Munsinger himself though.
Morreim said Munsinger laid out the gardens
in the 1930s and kept doves and pigeons at
the gardens. He also loved exotic animals.
Munsinger died in 1946 from pneumonia
while out inspecting trees.
Over the years, the garden has also been
home to swans and goldfish. The peacocks in
the past were allowed to roam free and used
to roost in the trees located in the gardens.
Now they arc kept in a screened cage for
visitors lO see because Morreim found them
in the greenhouse one day. Other changes and
additions include a maintenance building,
public restrooms, an interpretive center inside
an old tourist cabi n and a gazebo, which was
built by St. Cloud Technical College's
carpentry class in 1989.
Clemens Gardens were founded in 1990.
Bill and Virginia Clemens live across the
street from the gardens. Bill is the founder of
Bankers Systems. "Virginia has battled

SCSU alumna Jenny Gau and senior Jason Buczkowski stop to enjoy one of the
two fountains Tuesday afternoon at Munsinger Gardens. Th~ Munsinger and
Clemens Gardens have between 2,000 and 3,000 visitors a day.

multiple sclerosis for more than 40 years and
spends most of her time in their home. As a
gift of love for his wife and as a chance to
give back to the St. Cloud community, Bill
Clemens funded the establishment and
development of the Clemens Gardens.
The Clemens donated the land, roses and
material for a rose garden: The money the
Clemens give is then channeled through the
City of St. Cloud. Julie Dierkhising, a nursery
worker, explained that she and Morreim meet
with the Clemens quarterly to discuss
expenses for Clemens Gardens.
•
Morrcim and Dierkhising are the only two
employed full-time workers. Morreim grew
up near SCSU . and will have worked at
Munsinger Gardens for 14 years in October.
Dierkhising is a alumna of SCSU with a
degree in Biology. She has been working at
Munsinger Gardens for almost 12 years. She
describes her job as "taking care of the kids"
which is how they refer to the flowers.
Other employees-range in age fro m 16-8 1
years. They are students, people between jobs
and career men and women, according to
DierkhisinJ;?:. In the summer, college students
are hired to mow the lawns and trim shrubs.
Munsinger Gardens prefer to hire people with
experience in. landscaping and an interest in

gardening. At the summer's peak they had 30
employees.
Eight of those employees were SCSU
students.
Another large part of , wor~ng for
Munsinger/Clelllens Gardens is trying to
keep all of the flowers watered during the hot
summers. Clemens Gardens are on an
electronic wateri ng system. Some hand
watering has to be done though because the
sprink.Jers can never be completely accurate.
Munsinger Gardens rue watered with a
quick-cuppler system in which · hoses are
hooked up every 50 feet. This system also is
not perfect and during really hot days
Dierkhising said four to five people have to
water the flowers by hand.
"We use city water. We don't lake it from
the river like most people think," Dierkhising
said.
As summer winds down and students
return to school, fall seems to be right around
the
comer.
Fall
preparation
at
Munsinger/Clemens Gardens doesn't take
place until after the first frost hits.

Go ro GARDENS, PAGE 13.,.

Employee amazed at
how park has .g rown
The thi ngs employees at Munsinger and
Clemerfs gardens accomplish is seen by
thousands of people each day. For one
employee in particular, that satisfaction has
grown after 13 years.
Jim Achman, one the most senior
workers at Munsinger Gardens and Clemens
gardens has seen the garden grow
throughout the years, but never imagined it
would balloon (nto the parks they , are

Achman's reason for working the long
hard hours during the summer months is so
he can go hunting and fi shing during the fa ll
and winter.
"My love is pheasant hunting and I just
enjoy the outdoors," Achman said.
Achman could be referred to as man of a
thousand trades, as his job description at
the parks goes unlimited.
"Jim does a lot of things, ranging from
unplugging toilets to working on sprinklers
to ins_talling brick," said Dave Morreim, one
of two full-time employees at the gardens.

t~fnever visioned it being this big, and it's

;~: ~-1~~~~' he could probably even plant a

by Ryan .Vaz
EDITOR

phenomenal, it used to be just a tiny park," .
Achman, an Munsinger e!T!ployee in
Achman said.
1985 became a Clemens employee after the
That tiny park has now grown into one new garden was established three years
of St. Cloud's most valued attractions, ago.
and has become more popular year after
"He's highly intelligent and remembers
year.
so much detail," Morreim said.
"I enjoy working oUlside, and I enjoy
J.:torreim could have a hard time finding
watching other people enjoy the park each Achman on some mornings, because he
day," Achman said. "I like seeing what we could be doing anything pertaining to the
have accomplished."
gardens.
Achman takes his work. seriously.
"It's if they (employees) stay -here that
Tlij:re's not much time for AChman to long because it just makes things a lot
play _during the summer months as he takes easier." Morreim said.
on numerous jobs to help carry him through
The people behind the scenes of the
the winter. Achman's main job is being Munsinger and Clemens garden are often
apart of 30 seasonal workers at the gardens, overlooked, but if Achman continues to
which has a maximum amountvof 1,300 work at the gardens, he will be able 10 hold
hours allotted for the summer.
up his head in satisfaction.
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Atwood Member of St. Cloud communityremembers building Atwood Center
PAGE 1

Hardee's will be having a
drawing for a student to win gift
certificates for the bookstore and

free tuition for winter quarter.
Faculty and staff have been
asked to donate photographs of

themselves from 1967 for a contest
in which students have to guess

who the people are.
The photos will be

{X)Sted

next

to the Infonnation Desk in AMC
with a list of names of the people
who donated photos. Winners will

be notified Monday, September 8
and will receive certificates to use
in AMC for food, recreation and
other services.
Atwoodstock and the rest of
Friday's events are part of the
SCSU Kick-off that start the new

year. Vos said there have been
anniversary celebrations in the past
by invitation only, but none that

were open to the public.
"We invited the present stude nt
hody to get involved and asked
'How should wc celebrate?"' Vos
said.
UPB director Jessica Ostman
said Friday's events will be an
opJX)rtunity for new students to get
involved in university activities.
AMC opened in 1966, but
wasn't dedicated un til 1967. AMC
was built in an era that was the
beginning of student organizations
and centers, according to Vos,
partly because of a larger
population of adolescent students
from th½ baby boom. Before then,
there was no strong student
movement and SCSU was more
academically based, Vos said.

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Arlene Helgeson has watched Atwood
Memorial Center grow for more than the 30
years that SCSU is celebrating on Friday.
Helgeson was the chairwoman of an Interior
Design and Decorating committee that helped
to build AMC. Most committee members were
faculty, making Helgeson one of a few
community representatives. The committee met
for three years to design AMC's form and
function before it opened in 1966, according to
Helgeson.
Though AMC opened in 1966, it was not
dedicated until 1967. According to Helgeson
there was no director of AMC for the first year
it was open.
The committee also hel ped raise funds to
build the student center.
·'Much of the funds were raised by
community volunteers. I{ was the first time the
community was asked to donate to the
university," Helgeson said.
The center was named after the Atwood
fami ly because they made the largest
contribution, according to Helgeson.
A group of six people, including Helgeson,
toured different universities in Minnesota to see
other student centers. Many universities in the
early 60s had student centers but shared their
fac ilities wi th other offices and facu lty,
according to Helgeson. SCSU was the fi rst to
have a building that was solely a ·student center.
At that ti me, there were not many student
organizations, Helgeson said.
Helgeson said when she read the proposal
for building a student center, she was not sure
SCSU needed one. However, after touring other
student centers in Minnesota, it was apparent

that -SCSU students needed a building that
would be their own, Helgeson said.
Helgeson graduated from SCSU in 1951.
While attending SCSU, she lived off campus
and had nowhere to go between classes, she
said.
While she was the editor of the Talahi, the
SCSU yearbook, she said she had no place to
meet with her co-workers.
Before AMC was built, the only place
students could go between classes was a small
coffee shop where AMC is now, according to
Helgeson. SCSU needed a place where
students, especially those who lived off campus,
could go between classes, get something to eat
or just hang out.
· Helgeson said the creation of AMC was a
new way of honoring students. However, most
of the people involved in the planning of AMC
were not students.
'T here was almost no student involvement
in the planning. That would not happen today,"
Helgeson said.
"(AMC was) to serve as a living room on the
campus," Helgeson said.
The idea was that Atwood would be used for
community events and serve as an art center.
"We wanted it to be a nice place to be,"
Helgeson said. Hclgesoll helped to acquire
Anthony CaJX)ni sculpture and Jerry Rudquist
original painting .for the permanent art
collection.
AMC was very modem when it was built.
"It was right on the cutting edge," Helgeson
said.
Besides being the first student center of its
kind, AMC had an innovative food service
system. Students had a lot more choices that
were spr~d apart, instead· of in one area,
according to Helgeson.

Students and people in the community were
very positive about the opening of AMC,
according to Helgeson. Many community
events were held in AMC after it opened.
"SCSU used to be a center of interest,"
Helgeson said.
"Ii's been fun to see it grow and see the
vitality in it," Helgeson said. She has helped
with the additions to AMC over the years, but
not as muc h as when it was originally built, she
said.
Helping to plan AMC meant lime away from
Helgeson's new and growing family.
"It was exciting, even though it took a lot of
time. It was a sacrifice because I had young
children at home."
Helgeson said she got involved in the
planning for AMC because it was fun and a
very creative process, and also because it was
an opportunity to serve her community.
"People have a responsibility to contribute
to the com munity," Helgeson said. 'The
experience you get from contribu ting is a
growth experience."
Helgeson has volunteered her time and
effort to ma ny projects in the St. C loud
community. She has helped to build other
buildings in the St. Cloud area. Also Helgeson
has been an active pr6moter of the arts.
What Helgeson learned from planning AMC
was put JO use when ~he helped to plan the
original YMCA building, she said. She learned
how to plan space and how traffic should flow
in a building.
Helgeson helped to plan a student center for
SCSU that would be a place for srudcnts to
relax and the community to gather. "It's energy
is warm and inviting," Helgeson said. "Atwood
is like a heart center. All paths lead to the
Atwood Center."
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Career Services working to-improve interest
Future class to help students in career planning

-

-by Lloyd Dalton
STAFF WRITER

scsU Career Services is faced with an
immense task: To help students·actually get a
job following graduation. The biggest
obstacle to this goal is lack of student interest.
Rich Murray, director of Career Services,
attributes this to anxiety and fear associated
- with words like "interview" and "resu~;"
"People come to the university .to continue
their education with .the expectation that the·
investment will pay off in a good life and a
good career," he -said. ''But because of the
fear, they don't do anything about it."
In -a&.:tition, studeii!S often don't know
how to go about planning for a successful
career, according to AndreW Ditlevson,
associate director of Career Services,.
Actually visiting Career Services is the very
first step, but many students do not see this as
a worthwhile investment "There's a continua] perception that
Career Services is great if you're a business
major, but not if you're a speech or English
major," Ditlevson said.
P:
Misconceptions may be due in part ttr the
visibility of resume writing and interview
preparation workshops conducted quarterlf
by Career Services. Far_less publicity is given
to a much more valuable resource employer contacts.
_
"No matter what your major or career
interest, if .someone asks 'what can you offer
me?,' we can get them at least five leads,"
Ditlevson ~d-

technological_ly Oriented."
One visible effect of the shift toward
technology is the Career Services homepage.
Through_it, much of the infonnation available
at Career Services is also available to.anyone
with access to the Internet.]

Andrew Ditlevson .

Murray, who has been director o'f Career
Services for six years, will be taking a oneyear leave to develop the curriculum for the
::!~;/!!~~n!~:ri!~!~ki will-

_______
ASSOC
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0 Emploxer listings · indexed by industry
ancl location
,
'
Q A.utomatic resume generator
0 Graduate school infonnation . _ , ~
0 Lists _of part-time jobs on and neat ,
campus
,
OTips and advice
0 Schedule of on-campus recruitment
"Our homepage is probably the most
comprehensive of any career center in the
state," Ditlevson said.
An internship database will be added to
the homepage before Winter qharter, 31bng
with links to similar directories at .other
universities. -
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credit course will focus on increasing
students' research ability and self-marketing
skills.
' 1SCSU has been a leader · in career
services all along, but the one area that--has
not yet been established is in the curricul11m,"
• Murray said. "Career planning is a
development process that can't happen in a
one-hour seminar or w ~ . '1

A NEW DIRECTOR

Our homepage is probably the nw-st
comprehensive of~ ca~er cerrter in the stat,e.

EMPLOYING TECHNOLOGY

eive .

"

resources for each college at SCSU.
·
"In the past, it's been ·'here's what we
have,' and people think 'that's not for my
major,"' Dilievson said. "We're developing
specific career services for every major, online and on paper," ·
·

$39.00,

This offer is brought to gou bg •
Communications. We will be in Atwood
Center (near the information desk) September
10th and 11th from JO a.m. to 6 p.m. For more:

information; ·
contact~ Olson at 240-2400- ·. ·

- ---···'"'..,, -_,_
.....~--

·

taught the career planning portion of studept
orientation, and ~lped conduct a career
Completing this tasl£_ has involved a large _ awareness workshop for students living in the
amount of employer research and cooperation residence halls. She said the duties of her new
from individual departments. Thougti much JX>Sition will be someWh"at famili¥ territory.
of the research is done, the final portions of
''It's still working with-students;' she said.
the program are not yet compl~te. According "l've always been involved iu career planning
to DitlevSOn, the research was useful as an and developmerit, and I've-:tried to make
assessment tool to make sure the center had that : a part .of things at Residential
enough resources for each major.
.._.; Life."
·
•
·
The goal for completion is, the end of
_Turkowski . agreed with Murray and
Winter quarter.
Ditlevson that student involvement is an
"Students will be-able to tyj,e their major important goal for Career Services to focus
in and get a list of contact names and numbers on. S__Qe brought up the possiblity of making
of employers who want to hire students from ' students more a part of the day-to-day
their mro<>r," Ditlev~n said.
operations and planning of career services.
·careerServie;es'CareerKick-offwillbeat
A.FUTURE CLASS
•3 p.m., Sept 16, in the Atwood Little Thealer.
An Ice Ci:eam Social will follow tbe t-,hour
Students during the 1998-99 academic - workshop. Students can obtain more
year students will be able to earn credits for infonnation by calling Career ~ces at
career preparation if: plans for .a career , "255-2151, or by stopping by 'the office in
planning cl~ continue as expected. The.4- Administrative Ser,-ices 101.
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Parking lots juggled !LJLJLJLJL_Jl__J
in new library plans ·
Inlm\ation&l.

Swdies

,·:~"'. "

Pay lot split into two
lots; C-lot, O-lot also
affected by tentative
library construction
Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

The pay lot, O-lot and C-lot have been
changed or eliminated in preparation for the
new library. The new librµry will be built

where these three lots currently stand.
The pay lot, across from Buildings and
Grounds, has been relocated.
Mary Jo Trobcc, interim director for UPS
said, "It's split into two pay lots. One is in the

N-lot, which is located between the
Education Building, and the Engineering

Computing Center. The other pay lot is
located in A-lot next to Continuing Studies."
The A-lot extends from 4th Street to 6th

Street, and surrounds Steams, W.W. Holes.
Sherburne, North Benton fand Hill-Case
Halls.

"What used to be the pay lot is now turned
into a big C-lot for students,"Trobec said. As
construction near.;, there will be no C-lot. All
students will be moved to K lot behind lhe
National Hockey Center.

Parking relocation plans have been in
effect for 14 years, in connection with plans
for the new library.
"During this time, !,(XX) new parking
spaces have been added," said Steve Ludwig,
vice president for Facilities Management. ''To
make room for more parking, SCSU has
purchased 50 houses around campus in the
last seven years, in addition to purchasing
two packing plants, which has added seven
and a half acres for new parking."
Filculty and sttident.s will have to vacate
O-lot and C-lot as library construction nears.
There are a total of 630 parking stalls in the
combined lots of 0, C and the former pay lot.
-Faculty utilize 250 stalls in O-lot, visitors use
200 stalls in the pay lot and students occupy
180 stalls in C-lot. Ludwig said "Faculty and
staff will be the ones mainly affected by the
parking relocation."
He added, "Fifty percent of the stalls arc
used by faculty, 30 percent are used for
visitors and 20 percent arc student parking.
During construction 570 lots will be lost;
afterwards 150 will return."
Faculty are given a choice from one of
four lots. Their alternatives are lot AA, lot X,
lot N or lot Y. Reassignment is based on
seniority.
Faculty will lose more parking spaces
than students. However, students will be
affecled just as much. Students who now

park in C-lot will h;ve to transfer their
pennits to K-lot and ride the Husky Shuttle,
which runs every 10 minutes. C-lot located
off 5th Avenue, is a much shorter walk for
students lhan K-lol K-lot is on the other side
of campus, behind the hockey center. Wilh
the addition ofN"-lot and A-lot as the new pay
lots, visitors will also be inconvenienced as
they too will have to walk farther.
Faculty, and students can purchase
quarterly permits for parking , by going to

•

Buildings and Grounds. Students pay $46
for quarterly permits, while faculty pay $140
for annual permits. Faculty and studc·nts
will be affected , sometime in June 1998,
when groundbrea};ing for the new library
occurs.
SCSU plans to ' continue. to purchase
additional housing in the area to make room
for future parking.

Total .enrollment up for fall, Semesters
freshmen numbers decline
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Enrollment at SCSU is up a few percent from last year,
according to Barry Wegener, director of Marketing and
Communications.
"Enrollment has been stable for the past several years at
around 14,000 or more students," said Marsha Shoemaker,
interim director of Public Relations.
Total enrollment of students registered for fall quarter is up
by about one and a half percent, while freshmen enrollment is
down by less than five percent, acCOrding to Sherwood Reid,
directo_r of Admissions;
'The numbers we have today will change. What we have
now is a projection," Wegener said. Enrollment will be at 95
percent of what it is now by the last day students may drop a
class, he said.
"Some areas are down a little but not necessarily in trouble.
Last year freshman enrollment was up by nine percent and
we're still up from two years ago," Wegener said.
Wegener said it is great for enrollment to be positive but it is
not a great achievement or a dramatic change. Many variables
have to-be coru.idered when dealing with the impact of low or
high enrollment, Wegener said
'ibere is not: something the university can do today to enroll
students tomorrow," Shoemaker said.
Wegener ,said the major focus of his work is on improving
SCSU's image - not enrollment However he works With other
offices, like Admissions. at the university to help in their
projects aimed at boosting enrollment.
Wegener is on the Enrollment Management Team which
focuses on issues that affect enrollment. Other members of lhe
team are faculty members or from offices such as Admissions,
Records and Registration, Financial Aid, and Career Services.
. Team members are those at the. university who have a stake in
the student population and have different perspectives on
enrollment issues, Wegener said.
The EnrollIOent Management Team looks at issues that
affect enrollment and areas of enrollment, such as incoming
freshman, retention of students and transfer students, according
to Shoemaker. 1be team's goal is not to increase enrttllment
rapidly, but to promote stable growth, Shoemaker said.
How enrollment affects the university depends on a number
of factors, Wegener said. "If we lose one student we lose a few
thous.Ind dollars in tuition -and state aid. But ifwe lose 30, we
could lose five classes, or some adjunct leachers might not get
rehired," Wegener said.
Wegener explained that there are varying factor's to consicier
in how enrollment will affect the university.
"It's a big mix of a lot of things," he said, including the
graduation rate, new enrollment, state support and particular

classes. "If students are taking less expensive classes, like
• classes. without labs, enrollment won't matter as much,"
W~genersaid.
The Enrollment Management Team looks at the most
important factors that affect enrollment and the un.iversity.
Wegener said the team looks at factors like freshme,n recruiting,
retention of students, and bringing in students from other
universities and other countries:
The Admissions office offers tours of the university, appears
at college fairs, and sends mailings to students and high
schools, among other projects, Shoemaker said. Students
interested in lhe Honors program and certain•departmcnts may
be contacted by professors involved in those specific programs,
she said.
Students need to feel connected to the university in some
way so that they continue to attend SCSU, Wegener said. He
said the Enrollment Management Team looks at programs at
SCSU in which students are have had good experiences and
feel connected to the university.
Wegener said it can be difficult to recruit students from other
universities, especiaJly from two year colleges.
"Students may be satisfied with an assocjate's degree when
the economy is good," Wegener said.
"A decrease in enrollment does not have an immediate
impact on financial aid," according to Frank Loncorich, director
of Financial Aid When the .FinanciaJ Aid office submits .its
federal application for aid, funding to the university could be
reduced because of lower enrollment than. the previous year,
Loncorich said.
"We recently received increased appropriations f(om
Washington, so there will be more aid available for students this
fall," Loncorich said. He explained that individual aid awards,
such as loans, Pell grants and Minnesota state grants, are not
effected by lower enrollment.
Mike Hayman, director of Residential Life, said that a few
years ago when enrollment was lower, he had to worry about
filling some rooms in the residence halls. However, there will
be no empty rooms this faJI he said. There are about 20 students
on a waiting.list who have been promised rooms.
'"There is normally a correlation (between enrollinent and
the residence halls) because of incoming students," Hayman
said. Sixty five to 80 percent of the entering .class usually live
in lhe residence halls, Harman said.
"In the win1er and spnng we will not. be full because more
students leave than come in," Hayman said. But for this fall, the
residence halls are pretty much full, he said.
, Wegener said that enrollment projections are tracked on a
year-by-year basis. The uni vcrsity looks at trends for Iwo to five
years in the future, he said.
Eventually the recruiting process will start with high school
juniors., Wegener said.
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"We are asking departments to consider courses, not
credits," Holder said.
•
The majority of courses which are currently four
credits will go 50thl"Ce credits.

Facts and Figures
To figure the number of credits that will convert take
the number of credits currently earned, multiply by .67
and that will equal the credits under semesters. A
sophomore wilh 62credits will have 42 credits under the
semester system. Any credit plus a fraction of a credit
after the multiplier will be converted to the next whole
number.
· The multiplier of .67 is approximately equal to '113
which is the number of credits converted in a semester
system.
"It was simply my decision to let students have that
advantage," Holder said. "We're treating this as if it were
internal transfers."
SCSU will run on an Early Semester Plan for the ~
1998-1999 school year. This school. year calendar
dictates that finals will be before the holiday break. A
Late Semester Plan would have the finals afler the
holiday break. Most schools operate on the Early
Semester Plan.
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Metro Bus drives into 10th year with SCSU
Bus passes sell for $10 in honor of the anniversary
by Eric$. Dietz

Julia Peterson/Assoc/ATE F.DITOR

Metro Bus is reducing the price of quarter bus passes to $10 to

entice more students to use the system and to curb declining sales.

forecasted between 2,800-2,900.

STAFF WRITER

dro!~:d, la;;les1i7Jcret:s:dp?i~

A cooperative effort spanning_
10 years for 1hc srndcnt quarter
bus pass is being celebrated by

percent according Tripp.
"It would be spectacular if we
could sell 3,000 passes," he said.

SCSU .ind the Metro Bus system.
A special fall quarter pass for $ 10
is being offered to SCSU

Tripp also said the $10 price is
designed to curb the declining
pass sales. With declining student

students. It is valid for the enti re
Metro Bus transportation sys1em.
The effort between SCSU and
Metro Bus began in Seplember of
1987 whCn the first route of the
Husky shuttle was implemented
for"the park-and-ride system.
Metro Bus ~egan to serve
SCSU and its students by creating
the Carousel Service in October
of 1976. The Carousel was ·
discontinued when the University
bridge was finished in 1984. The
Campus Clipper reJ)laced it.
In 1988 the quarter pass for a
SCSU s{Udent to ride the Metro
Bus system cost $20. With the
new anniversary pa'>s the cost to
slUdents is only $10. 1be effort
between SCSU and Metro Bus is
split evenly. The other $10 of the
cost is being .split by the Student
Senate and Metro Bus.
Dave Tripp, executive director
of Metro Bus said the aim of the
reduced price is to entice more
students to use the Metro Bus
system.
Last year's sales were 2,300
passes for fall quarter. The peak
year was the 1991-1992 season
with 3,828 passes sold. The ·
expected sales have been

enrollment at the university,
Melro Bus has seen a direct
correlation in pass sales.
''Ten dol lars is a very
reasonahle price," Tripp said .
'The average citizen wouW pay
$52 for an equivalent of the
quarter pass."
·
Currently, Metro Bus and
SCSU are
researching a
Transportation Fee Concept
which works like an activity fee.
Metro Bus would be funded with
SCSU Senate dollitrs and students
would not have to pay for a
quarter pass, but use a student ID.
"We're in the middle of the
Transportation Fee Concept. It's
not totally free ," Tripp said.
"Sometimes the non-users are not
happy with the fees. A pennanent
$10 might be the compromise."
Metro Bus and SCS U
administration continue to look
for ways to further serve the
student. Building a transit station
south of the National Hockey
Center is an option being
considered. Such a station could
house a coffee shop, a University
Public Safety office and a
newspaper stand.
According to Gene Gilchrist,

vice president for Administrative
Affairs, the goal of such~ transit
station is to redirect parking
pennits south of 10th Street.
Metro Bus keeps track of Parking
statistics for the SCSU campus
and has seen a steady increase of
parking pennits sold for lots north
of 10th Street while the pennits
fo r south of 10th Street have
steadily declined.
"We don' t have a parking
problem," Gilchrist said. "I think
we have a transportation problem."
SCSU has seen a net increase
in the number of parking spots
fou nd on campus. With the
improvement of 250 spots south
of the National Hockey Center,
the university is attempti ng to
redirect the sales of parking
pennits south of 10th Street. The
improvement of the 250 spots is
intended to make the area more
appealing and safer.
The Campus Physical Master
Plan does not call for additional
parking lots to be built.
"Asphalt does not make a
campus more beautiful," Tripp
said. "It is not a very strong,
positive land use factor. It's a
matter of priorities."
Metro Bus and SCSU have
implemented many services to
students and the greater St. Cloud
community to help alleviate
congestion and shifting parking
pennit sales on campus.
'The r_eal problem js that we
have a love affair with the auto,"
Gilchrist said.
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A look back at some of summer's stories
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

It's been a busy summer at SCSU.
While most students were · away,
administration officials took the time to
fill vacant positions, discuss" big deaJs
with the city and a television station and
even managed to host a sports
tournament.
The suru'mer began with the news
SCSU was launching an ad campaign.
The campaign is designed to tell people
about SCSU and the many accredited
programs it offers perspective students.
You may notice some of the new
billboards around town.
In early June, work began on the
Campus Master Plan. The first step was
building a retaining wall in front of the
Performing Arts Center.
SCSU officials plan to continue
with other projects including building
a shelter near K-lot for students who
plan to ride the Husky Shuttle. and the
redesign of the bridge over 10th
Street to Halcnbeck Hall. Other
projects will follow in the future and
are scheduled to be completed in the
next 10 years.
For two weekends in late June SCSU
co-hosted the Star of the North games.
Nearly 7,000 athletes competed during
the games in a range of events including
basketball, diving, archery and tennis.
SCSU housed mqre than 6,000 of the
athletes. This was the first time in 10
years the event was held in St. Cloud.
The games move to Brooklyn Center
next summer.
One of the biggest stories to break
this summer was the announcement by
the VPN network (channel 9) to

broadcast six SCSU hockey games
this year. The first broadcast will be
Oct. 25. Five of the games will be
aired from the National Hockey
Center. The lone road game will be
aired Dec. 13 when the Huskies play
at Grand Forks, N.D.
Another amazing thing happened
this summer. Gene Gilchrist, vice
p~sident for Administrative Affairs,
hired 22-year-old Mary Jo Trobec to act
as interim director for University Public
Safety.
Gilchrist was quoted saying the
choice of Trobec was simple because
she knew the system well, had a great
deal of experience and was someone in
whom he had confidence. Trobec was
hired when Warren Anderson, previous
interim
director,
was
Offered
employment and left to take the
position. Gilchrist also said he knew
Anderson's leaving was possible and
had planned for the event.
Trobec graduated this summer and
administration officials plan to
announce a replacement this week.
President Bruce Grube met with city .
officials to discuss building a dome
stadium. Grube said the meetings were
informal and consisted mostly of"whatif' questions.
The social work department received
national attention once again with the
seven year reaccreditation by the
National Council on Social Work
Education. The department has
continuously met the council's strict
requirements for reaccreditation since
1981.
Things were busy at SCSU. These
were only some of the stories University
Chronicle covered this summer.

The objective of the tougher policy is to make
the residence halls a quieter and more academic
environment. Reducing alcohol consumption is a
major factor in achieving this, Bird explained.
'This is a specialized issue," she said. 'The
residence halls are where you live, where you
hopefully learn, and where you have the capability
to disturb others. There's a relationship between
alcohol and violence, alcohol and noise. Very
often, the first indication of alcohol in a room is
excessive noise."
The number of students removed from the halls
is not expected to drastically change. Rather, the
new policy is aimed at deterring students from
drinking.
"I don't think we'll be kicking out more
students," Turkowski said. "I think students who
continue to act irresponsibly may get themselves
kicked out earlier." ·
'The vast majority of students choose not to
drink," Bird said. "Unfortunately, that's not what
makes the press. You hear about 100 students who
get minors, not the 12,500 who don't. We arc
concerned about that minority, though."
The cost of allending the alcohol education
class has risen from $5 to $ I0. In the past, money
from Health Services helped finance the class.
"We didn't want the class to be subsidized by
students who weren't violating JXllicies," Bird
.said.
· Bt:cause the university makes no distinction
between those who actually drink and those who
are in the vicinity, there is no way to tell if those
who do drink are underage. According to Bird and
Hayman, this does not create an incentive for those
under 2 I to drink on campus.
'There isn't as big a financial bite," Bird said.
"But it's not as though there isn't a penalty."
"Students come here to graduate," Hayman
said. '1'hose who violate the residence hall alcohol
JXllicy can be suspended or removed. We think
those penalties are severe enough of themselves."
Bird said the university's intent is not just to
punish students who drink, but to educate them.
"We're not trying to duplicate what happens to

them through the court system," she said. "We're
holding them accountable under our code of
conduct."
Copies of the SCSU code of conduct are
avai lable in the Student Life and Development
office in Atwood Memorial Center, room I06

Former policies
'.l
1st offense:
Wriuen warning and required atlendance at the
alcohol/drug education class (Class fee: $5)
2nd offense:
Residence hall probation and possible referral
to campus drug program and/or required transfer
to a different residence hall and 2-10 hours of
community service
· 3rd offense:
Up to a 10-day suspension from the residence
hall and referral to the campus drug program
and/or required transfer to a different residence
hall and 2-10 hours of community service
4th offense:
Contract cancellation/removal from the
residence hall, and referral to the university
judicial council for further sanctions.

New policies
1st offense:
Residence hall probation for a minimum of two
quarters and required attendance at the alcohol
education class (class fee: $10)
2nd offense:
Three to nine day residence hall suspension
and possible assessment, or residence hall removal
3rd offense:
Residence hall removal and university
probation for a minimum of one year
Alcohol distribution:
Immediate residence hall contract cancellation
and university probation for a minimum of two
years

r!<Sl T \'
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•Going overboard
could cost you - more than a little
How are you doing? It's been a while. Kinda nice to
be back isn't it? Starting a new year at school always
seems like a break from summer break. I'll bet a nice
cold one sounds good right now, doesn't it? As you
settle in, settle down and try to remember a few things.
The first is most important. Don't go overboard in the
first few weeks of school. I know what many of you are
doing tonight. I know the same houses and people you
do. But please remember that's not what this place is
about.
Does this mean don't have fun? Absolutely not! You
can be responsible and still have a blast. If you're of
age, dri(lk responsibly. If you're not, don't drink at all.
Don't whine about being able to vote, be drafted and
not be legal to drink. Your 21st isn't that far away. I
know what you're going to do anyway, but I don't
condone it. More crimes are committed by drunks than
by sober people. Alcohol may be the sipgle most
dangerous pitfall there is here.
It's hard enough to go to class at 8 a.m. If you're
hung over it's even harder.
There are other pitfalls here as well. It can be difficult
to stay out of debt; so leave the credit cards alone. It can
be hard to stay in the good graces of the law while
throwing punches in a crowded bar. It can
be tough to raise a child while working and going to
school. The same pitfalls and traps exist here the
same as anywhere else. Stay out of them.
We have our own world here, a place outside of the
rigors of the "real world." Movies glorify the
exploits of college students everywhere. Try to
remember real life and Hollywood are different.
It takes a long time to get through this part of your
life - statistics show something like five years. Don't
waste it getting wasted. It's easy to make mistakes.
Watch out for some of the bigger ones you can
make.
This is a fantastic time, but some Qeople will get lost
here. Don't get lost.
You will make mistakes and maybe you'll even learn
from most of them, but try not to make the big
mistakes.
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Campus w elcomes studentsOn behalf of all the
faculty and staff at St.
Cloud State University, I
extend a warm welcome
to students returning to
campus and hearty
congratulations
to those who are
just starting here.
I envy you.
These will be the
most exciting
years of your
life, a time for
very important
years at a great
institution. The words
printed on our wordmark,
"Tradition of Excellence
and Opportunity," are not
just a slogan. They define
this university, a place
where tenS of thousands
of students have come to
receive a high quality,
practical education at an
affordable cost.
SCSU will be a source
of influence and impact
on your life and on your
future. We know that for
graduates heading into the
21st century, the road of
life will become
significantly more
complex. St. Cloud State
stands ready to ann its
graduates with the
knowledge, the experience
and the confidence to
meet these challenges and to become successful· in every sense of the
word. We offer you
, nationally recognized
academic programs and

dedication to providing
have been working to
learning experiences that
make the conversion from
go beyond the classroom.
quarters to semesters a
When I came to St.
s}.Jlooth.and positive
Cloud two years ago, I 7 transition for all students.
discovered a rich heritage
in future columns I will
of excellent faculty discuss in more detail
teaching excellent
these and other projects
programs to
and changes that
excellent students
significantly affect this
- which in turn
university and its students.
produces
Most of all I want to
successful
impress on you that this
graduates. I also
university is here to serve
saw this was a
you. You are our number
place of
one priority and our
opportunity - an
reason for existing. I
affordable university
invite you to attend my
where students benefit
quarterly "Meet the Prez"
from a wealth
· open students
of diversity of
forums, where
people and
students bring
diversity of
their questions
experiences.
SC.SU will be a and concerns
As the largest
about campus
source of
and most
and education
highly
inftuence and issues to me
accredited
in an open
undergraduate · impact on your session. I also
university in
life and on your encourage you
the state,
to read my
future.
SCSU is
regular
poised to take
University
its rightful place as a topChronicle columns and
rated American university. respond
In ·recent months SCSU wi!h. your re~ctions and
has launChed so·me
op1mons.
dynamic project that have
We at SCSU - the
revitalized the university
administrators, the
an its commitment to
professors, the staff, the
excellent, including a new stu_dents - we are your
$32.5 million, state-ofnew extended family. We
the-art library and a
all join in welcoming you
master plan for making
to your new home and
this a more attractive
wish you a suc_cessful
campus. In addition, we
year.

..

The opinions ~xpressed on this page .
do not necessarily represent the views
of Unil':ersity Chro,i(cle.
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Crying wolf
detracts from
real proble~s
Thirteen and a hal( years ago my father, a Lutheran minister,
received an invi1:3tion to become the new paStor of ii church in
Milwaukee, Wisc. He accepted and ·after the first service·he
preached at, a church member approached my fam ily and welCO!Jled us. This member then jokingly remarked how the five mem•

bcrs of my family "looked like grains of salt in a peppci' shaker" in
the church.

HITHER&
YON

Why did the member say this? Because my

father 's church is almost exclusively AfricanAmerican members, is in the most crime ridden, violent section of Milwaukee's North Side

ghetto and my family is Euro-American. For
the last l3 years, I have worshiped, worked, •
played, drank, _goofeci off and lived with the
people in our church. They are an extension o f
my own family. T hey love me and I love them.
Why do I tell this story?
Because· recently, I was accused of being a
racist and there is absolutely no way in the . ,
world for me to defend against this accusation ,
or prove my accuser wrong .
N,:THAN A.
Why did 1tis person accuse me of being a
HLBORN
racist? What reasons did thi s person give or
what evidence was presented? These are two very good questions.
I will answer the second one first. What evidence or reasons
were g iven? None. When asked, the answers were " I can tell" and
"all (these people) say so." Not exactly rock-solid proof, but still
enough to cause much concern.
I agree that all such accusations should be taken seriously.
However, personal feelings, hearsay, and " 'cause I can tell" are not
going to prove anything other than o ne's ignorance. Supportable
facts are needed; if they are not present, one false or mis-accusation
will occlude a dozen true and serious claims.
Now the answer to the first question: Why did this person
accuse me of being a racist? Well, I used to be a Night Supervisor
in Mitchell Hall. When I, in error, confronted this person (of an ethnic minority) about a policy violation, this person immediately
claimed it was because I was a racist.
Now, I know I am a. white male heterosexual, but cou ldn ' t I just
have been doing my job? Instead of trying to oppress and subject
ethnic.minorities, wome~. gays and non-Christians, is it not fcas i- ·
ble that I might simply be doing my best for what I was hired to do,
regardless of my or anyone else's demographics?
There are two points here that concern me the most. The first is
that no matter what, I cannot defend against this. i-low do I prove I
am NOT a racist?
How does one p rove a negative? I cannot, so I must endure
whatever may come. The second, more im portant point I a m concerned with is this: I know there is racism in the world, but like the
boy who cried wolf, does not a false or frivolous accusation of sUch
a serious matter detract from those times when there actually is a
problem ?
Racism is not something which should be joked about, .taken
lightly, or dismissed. I finnly believe this. I try to be as open-minded and objective as pos'sible in all matters - sex, race, gender, culture, religion, hobbies, etc. Being the typical -although no one
who knows me would use that word- white male heterosexual
does not mean I should be categorized as a discriminator. ls that not
a fonn of racism too?
I don't think I'm a racist. I would hope no one who knows me
thinks so. For the rest of my life though, I will bear the stigma of
that accusation. Racism is a problem we all must try to eliminate,
not just minorities or "liberals." It affects us all, in the worst possible way. For rriore than 13 years, even though I looked like one, I
never felt like a grain of salt in a pepper shaker.
Now I do.
Comments? e-mail chmnic/e@stcloudstate.edu Subj: H&Y

Ask the university...... .
Ask the ufliversity is a guest essay forum in which
students are invited to ask questions of SCSU administration officiills, faculty and staff.
Students are welcome to mai l or e-mail questions
for university officials to the Vniversity Chronicle. All
questions will be reviewed and forwarded, however
due to volume, not all may be answered.
President Grube has agreed lo write one essay a
month for the 1997-98 school year. He has also agreed
to respond to additional events as they occur.
Other administration officials, faculty or staff will
be given the opportunity to respond to questions sent
in by students. All questions will be directed to the
appropriate SCSU officials.
The guest essay represents the opinion of the
writer.
The opinions published do not necl!ssarily reflect
those of University Chronicle or of SCSU.
University Chronicle rcseives the right to refuse
publication of any material submitted.
•

Inquiries about this forum and questions for SCSU
officials should be mailed to, or dropped off at the
University Chronicle office.

University Chronicle
Ask the university...
Attn: Opinions editor
13StewartHall
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
or you can e-mail us at:
chronicle@stcloudstatc.edu

Letter policy
All letters must include:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major in school (if applicable)
Telephone number
Signature

read, REACT,

Wcire

U.S. mail: University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301
E-mail:
chronicle@stcloudstate. msus. edu
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OASIS provides

students with
class information
by Anne Beebe

Shane Opatz/PH(J[O FJJITOR

Mary Lou Salzl, a Munsinger Garden employee "dead heads" bulbs from canvas plants
Tuesday morning at Munsinger Gardens. Salzl drives from Farming, three days a week to
work at the gardens.

Gardens·PAGE s
"A lot of people think we put a sheet on the allowed in the Clemens Gardens. In the past, the
flowers when there is going to be a frost, instead we weddings were held in the gazebo located in
just let the weather moderate things," Dierkhising Munsinger Gardens, but now they only use the
said.
gazebo as a rain site.
Part of that preparation is the pulling of annua1s
In the future, plans for Munsinger Gardens
to compost and make room for new flowers in the include revamping the paths through the gardens
spring.
to
make
them
Also,
the
accessible
for '
greenhouses are set up
wheelchairs
and
to grow flowers during
strollers, making a
the winter. The first
granite path around the
greenhouse was built
lily pond and redoing
in 1938. Since then,
the
fountain
next
four new ones stand in
spring.
its place. Munsinger
"We would like to
and Clemens GardE;nS
expand the history of
are one of the few
Munsinger," Dierkhising
places that still grows
said.
their flowers on-site,
The
Clemens
according
to
Gardens are scheduled
Dierkhising.
to be completed in 2000.
"It's unusual for
The Clemens will have
most city parks to still
contributed in excess of
grow their own,"
$3.5 million in addition
Dave Morreim
Dierkhising said.
to a $2 milliQn
NURSERY SUPERVISOR
Another major part
endowment.
of Munsinger Gardens
The gardens seem to
is the number of
have something for
weddings that have taken place at the gardens. everyone. They have animals, plants and a chance
Morreim said that many students of SCSt.J-.. have to experience something new and different.
gotten engaged in the gardens and then come back
"People come to the garden for so many
to be married there. Munsinger Gardens has a reasons. Some people want to meditate or take a
special events area set aside for weddings ancVor nice stroll by the river. Others are studying the
wedding photography. Weddings and other photo plants and want information," Morreim said.
sessions must be scheduled ahead of time through
The gardens are open daily, sunrise to sunset.
the special events coordinator. No special events are

"People come to the
garden for so many
reasons. Some people want
to meditate or take a nice
stroll by the river. Others
· are studying the plants
and want information"

On-line
Access
Student
Jnformation System. or OASIS, is a
new development at SCSU that
recently became available for student
use. OASIS is a web site where
individuals can access a vast amount
of
information
concerning
themselves and SCSU.
The idea for the site is a few years
old, however security reasons have
kept it from becoming a reality until
now. Because personal infonnation is
given at OASIS, security is
important. Until recently, it was not
legal to provide such personal
information at an educational
institution with this limited security
system. Now, a PIN number, which
every student will be given, is
considered a legal signature. This
security measure has enabled OASIS
to be created.
The web site was developed by a
group of people from the Computer
Science Center and the Registrar's
office. It was assumed that the site
would have registfation functions,
which is why these people were
chosen to develop the site. Although
details of the site and future
capabilities are not finalized, students
can access the site to see what has
been done thus far.
The site can be accessed through
Netscape Navigator at tenninals in
Centennial Hall. When users arrive at
the site, they are given four choices:
course listing; class schedule;
academic profile; and user document.
lltrough these selections, students
can find a class schedule for a certain
term, search for specific classes and
find the current status of a course.
Waiting for the touchtone registration
system to tell you whether a class is
available is no longer a necessity.
Users can also see their current
schedule, cumulative grade point
average, total credits received at
SCSU and other important and useful
infonnation.
OASIS is also equipped with a
''time-out" function. This allows a
page to remain on the screen for a
given amount of time. If there is no
action within this time period, the
page will go blank. In order to return
to ·the same spot, the user must start

from the beginning. lbis function is
an extra security measure 10 ensure
the privacy of students.
'This new web site will eliminate
a lot of running around between
offices," studeht sophomore Mike
Erickson said. "I think it will be very
helpful."
Although the overall reaction
from students and faculty seems to be
positive, there are some mixed
reactions.
"I personally don't see the
advantage," sophomore Tony Sauer
commented. "If you already know
your schedule, I don't think it 's much
help."
The current uses of the site are
limited compared to the possibilities.
"Our goal is to make registration
available at the site," said Registrar
Myron Umerski. '"This service would
nQt eliminate . the Touch-tone
Registration System. Students will
now have the choice to register the
way which best serves them."
Whether this will give an unfair
advantage to students living on
campus is yet to be discovered.
Although it may be easier for them to
access the site, students will still have
the choice to register the way that
they feel comfortable.
Right now, the site is serving as a
test product. SCSU could be going
through some major changes in its
registration system throughout the
next year, which is why nothing is
certain at this time. Future
possibilities include registering for
classes at the site, orderi ng
transcripts, making housing and
parking arrangements, accessing
financia l aid information and
retrieving various student records.
"We're putting out what we can
right now so that we have the
experience," Umerski stated. 'The
current site is mainly a tool to learn
from."
Students are encouraged to give
their comments about the site and
possible improvements or future uses
they would like to see on OASIS.
The future of the OASIS site is
wide open. At this point suggestions
are welcome, however the finished
product may not be seen for some
time.

SCSU child care center renamed in October
Couple donated money for
scholarship for single mothers;
first award to be given fall 1998
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The SCSU Child Care Center will have a new name
:starting in October in response to a new scholarship for single
mothers.
The -Child Care Center will be named the Lindgren Child
Care Center in honor of Steve and Jeannie Lindgren who Jiave
made a substantial gift to the SCSU Foundation.
A ceremony will be held in October to celebrate the
renaming "Of the child care .center and signage will be
presented with the new name.
The center has been in operation since 1980 and ha-. four
full-time employees and 50 student employees who are work
study or accredited assistant teachers said Debra Carlson,
director of the Child Care Center.
The center cares for a maximum of 57 children. This

number is the center"s licensed capacity gi\fen by the
Minnesota Department of Human Resources. The department
calculates the number of children allowed by the square
footage of the building, according to Carlson.
"Our main goal is to create a good safe environment for the
chi ldren who are staying here," Carlson said.
The money that was given to the foundation will be used
to establish a scholarship to assist single mothers in achieving
an education at SCSU. The first scholarship will be awarded
fall semester 1998.
Michael Uran, assistant director of Financial Aid, said
there is not a limit·on how long the person has to be a single
parent.
'There is no time-line listed in the scholarship guidelines,"
Uran said.
Being the scholarship wi ll Qot be awarded until next fall
many of the specifics have no\ been worked out.
The Lindgrens, who are making their gift through a
charitable remainder trust, which is a planned giving
_.vehicle, see the scholarship as a way to assist single
thothers in reaching their goals of a college education at

scsu.

Jeannie Lindgren was a single mother for 13 years.
"We believe it is important to help these women better

their lives and their children's lives," said Jeannie Lingren.
';his can beSt be accomj,lished by giving them support to
achieve their educational goals."
The scholarship has been set up to extend four years and
encourages applicants to complete their degree in that time
frame.
In addition, applicants must maintain a 2.5 or higher GPA
and be a resident of Minnesota or out-state Wisconsin.
According to the financial aid office 1,200 of 14,300
students attending SCSU are single parents.
Single p:µ-enthood is the fastest growing group at the
poverty level, Carlson said. Women and children are the
second largest group.
Another challenge is that single parents are challenged to
have a social life because not only do they have to pay to go
out they have to pay for a child care-provider as well. With a
single income this can prove to be a challenge.
"Money is the number one problem facing single parents,"
Carlson said. '-"Other resources generally are time and the
balance between being a parent and a student. Single parents
go to college in order to work in jobs that give them a place in
the world."
For more infonnation on the -scholarship, call the Financial
Aid office at 255-2047.
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Husky defense set for early season test
Division _
I -M powerhouse Northern Arizona University marks season opener for SCSU '
NAU posted a 9-3 overaJI record and ·
finished in first place with a 7-1 record in the
Big Sky ConfefCnce last season.
Despite dropping their season opener 33For the second consecutive year, the
10 to New Mexico last week, Martin said the
SCSU football team will open its season
Lumberjacks set 14 different NCAA
against a nationally ranked NCAA Division. offensive records last season and Still remain
IAA football team when they take on
a
top
contender
in
Division
Northern Arizona University on Saturday in
. !-AA.
Flagstaff,Ariz.
·
"(NAU) might be the number one team in
This season, the Huskies will hope for
their league," Martin said. "Our main goal is
better ~suits after losing 44-7 to Northern
to try and learn about our football team and it
Iowa University in last year's season opener.
gives our young men an opportunity _to play
Last sea.son, NAU led the nation for Dagainst a Division-I team,"
IAA schools in scoring averaging 43.2 points
On offense, the Huskies return their entire
per game and 522.82 total offensive yards.
offensive line 'including All-American
With the Lumberjacks being an offensive
candidate junior Dustin Nikituk (6-3, 290 lbs)
threat, SCSU head coach Noel Martin said
al center. Other key offensive linemen include
the game with the Jacks should provide the
seniors
Dave
Camacho
Huskies, particularly the SCSU defense, an
(6-2,
310 lbs) and Mau Thompson (64,
early season test.
295 lbs).
"(NAU) poses a tremendous offensive .
The Huskies have a solid core of receivers
challenge and it should be a great test for our
in juniors Mike McKinney and Mike
defense," Martin said. "Right now, (NAU)
Flanigan.
might be the number one team in the league
McKinney led the Huskies with 46
(Division IAA)."
receptions and 583 receiving yards last
The Huskies will rely on their experienced
season as well as being named 1996 Alldefenders th.is season to keep the games close
North Central Conference honorable
enough for their new look offense to gel.
mention.
The Huskies will have nine returning
The Huskies will · look to junior
starters on defense, led by senior linebackers
quarterback Jon Miller and . senior
Jeremy Sinz, John DesRoches and Jim
runningback Jeny Reitan to fill the void from
Louis.
FiJ,p/,qto
last year's starters Todd Bounµn and Harlan
Sinz, is ·a 1997 preseason All-American
sele<;tion. He_ was als9 named t,o ~e SCS~ sophomore wide receiver Mike McKinney will be- called upon to lead a Hill Award finalist.Randy Martin.
"It will be an exciting trip to play in
1996 AH-North
entral Conference Husky offense that lost last year's starting quarterl>ack and runningbocks,
team.
McKinney led the Huskies in receiving last year catching a team best 46 Phoenix;' Martin said. "We would like to
Martin said in order to stop the receptions for 583 yards, The Huskies will open their 1997 season by taking on play ~ well as we can, but the key is to try
and play a lot of people and give some players
Lumberjacks, the Huskies must be able to Division I-AA Northern Arizona University this Saturday in Flagstaff, Arizona,
a chance to play."
contain NAU's sophomore starting
'Their quarterback iS a red-shirt freshman
The Huskies will return home next
quarterback Travis Brown, who earned All- touchdowns. Senior runningback Archie
American honors last season after passing for Amerson won the Walter Payton Award last and he's a dandy," Martin said. "Plus, their Saturday to take on the University of
nearly 3,400 yards and throwing 23 season after rushing for 2,079 yards· and top runningback rushed for more than 2,000 Minnesota-Duluth. Kick-off will be at noon at
scoring 26 touchdowlls.
.yards last season."
Selke Field.

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Spikers looking for leadership in 1997
by Ryan .Voz·

the one of the leaders on this years

EDITOR

Game plans tend to change from
year to year, but they can come as
abrupt as overnight.
So far this season SCSU
volleyball bead coach Dianne
Glowatzke has had to deal with
both this season.
The first change came as injury the second week of practice,
Glowatzke needed to replace last leaving the Huskies looking to .fill
year's outside hiner Cami another pair of shoes from last
years' 20-11 season,
Selbitschka and setter
earning them a fourth
Heather Modean.
place finish . in the·
Modean
and
North
Central
Selbitschka had been
Conference.
premier lhree-year
Pellman, along with
starters
for
the
junior outside hiller
Huskies Glowatzke
Shelly Geyen and
said, but were lost this
Shanblott are the three
season
duC
to
returning starters for ihe
eligibility.
Huskies this season.
Glowatzke's
Pellman was last
second game change
Kim Pel.Iman·
ye"ar's top blocker with
has come in the past
Early injury
17. solo blocks and 121
few weeks as she
block assists.
needed to shuffle her
After_ being on crutches for a
lineup because of injuries.
Sophomore middle hiller Kim week and a half, Pellman has just
Pellman went down with an ankle now been able to walk and plans on
returning for the NCC/NSC

Our digging and blocking is going to be our biggest concern.
Juley Viger
SCSU SENIOR OUTSIDE HITTER
Challenge on Sept. 12.
"She is a very athletic individual
and she is missed on the court." said
senior outside hitter Juley Viger.
Glowatzke said she feels the
middle is going to be one of their
strong points this season.
The Huskies latest scare came as
Shanblott, the Huskies' other
middle hitter, went down with an
an\d~ injury last week against
Pittsburg State at the Omaha
Invitational in Nebraska.
Shanblott rolled her ankle just
two points in the match. Shanblott
was able to return for the second
game against Central Missouri,
relieving Glowatzke of any fear.
Glowatzke looks to fill
SelbitSChka's numbers and that's
not going to be easy.
Selbitschka led the nation last

year- in ki lls with 5.49 kills per
game. She also broke SCSU's
career record with 1,567 kills,
passi~g former Huskies player
Kathy Davis, who had 1,295 kills
per game. She also set the career
mark for digs with 1,159, while also
being named second team AllAmerican.
"(Sophomore outside hitter)
Twyla Lundberg and Viger are the
two who are going to have to do
what Selbitschka did," said
Glowaktze, who is in her 21st
season as the head coach at

scsu.

The loss of Modean, who owns
the Huskies career mark in sets with
4,546 leavcs the role know in firstyear setter Rachael Olson's hands.
Olson is a red-shirt freshman from
Minnetonka, who will called on as

teari0
The Huskies will look to
balance their line-up with new
youth, which Glowatzke is hoping
can carry the team.
"Rachael has to show she can
come in and run the offense,"
Glowatzke said.
·
The Huskies will look for
defense rather than offense as their
main weapon this season. With the
loss of Selbitschka, Modean and
Courtney Powers, the Huskies will
try to concentrate on other aspects
of the game.
"Right now we lost such high
seniors and were not so much
offensive based," Viger said.
"Our digging and blocking is going
to be our biggest concern."
Other players looking to prove
valuable are _Yiger, senior back
row Sarah Stohschein, senior back
row Yoko Nawataya and first
year reserve Jennifer Dorenbush.
Viger shared starting time with
Geyen last season as an outside
hitter.
For coach Glowatzke, she can
only hope her decision making is
over.
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Huskies start off
with convincing
3-2, 13-0 victories
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Even though the SCSU soccer

team lost 13 players to graduation
this season, head coach Shellee
Copley said she has seen many
positive things in
the opening two
games of the

season.
F r i d a y
afternoon,
1he
Huskies opened
their season by
defeating
St.

and her second victory in as many
days. ·
"We lost 13 players from last
year, but we are a stronger team in
many areas this year," Copley said.
"One of the biggest improvements
is we have a brand new freshman
goalie (Ring)
which should
,~e a big
improvement
for us as farasgoaltend in g
goes."

We have a strong
bench, which gives
us more depth
opposed to the
last couple of
years.

T

h

e

Huskies are
coming into
the
season
with nine first
w Inn Ing
year players,
overtime goal
along
with
sco,ed by SCSU
s e v e n
sophomore
returning
midfielder Paula
sophomores.
Lyson.
Shellee Copley
Despite
Lyson's goal
SCSU HEAD SOCCER COACH having
a
came at 7:41 of
young team
overtime and was
assisted by sophomore defender this season, Copley said she is
happy with the way things have
Bobby Reis.
The . Huskies picked up a fallen into place early on in the
convincing win Sunday afternoon season.
'This is my second recruiting
after knocking off Bemidji State
class I've been through," Copley
University 13-0.
Last season's leading scorer, said. "So far everything has been
Ann Hultgren, sophomore forward, positive and our team unity is
scored two .1roals for the Huskies strong.
"Each team member has talent.
and Lyson, Reis, and senior
midfielder Amy Jo Johnson also We have a very strong bench, which
gives us more deP.th opposed to the
added two goals each.
Freshman goalkeeper Jennifer last couple of yeais."
Katie Brehm at defense and
Ring picked up the shutout victory
Johnson at midfield are the only
Joseph's College
3-2. on a ~ame-

SCSU sophomore Infielder Paula Lyson (7) eludes two Sl Joseph's defenders during Saturday
game at Selke Field. The Huskies knocked off St Joseph's 3-2 in overtime and followed that with
a 13--0 victory Sunday afternoon over Bemidji State University.
two seniors on this years squad
The Huskies second leading
scorer last season Chris Fleischer,
junior forward, has not played so
far this season due to an ankle
injury.
Copley said she is relying on
certain people to pick up the scoring
this season and Fleischer is one of
those players.
"(Aeischer) will be out a couple
of weeks with an ankle injury,"
Copley said. "We expect another
big year from (Ann) Hultgren and
her sister (Wendy Hultgren,
freshman midfielder)."
Ann Hultgren finished last
season first on the team in

goals with 16 and points with from a year ago is we have all
37.
positive players on this years
Through the first two games of squad."
the season, Ann and Wendy lead the
1be Huskies' team captains for
Huskies in scoring.
the 1997 season will be Brehm,
Ann leads the team with three Johnson and junior defender
goaJs for six points and Wendy has Michelle McGeehan.
two goaJs and two assists for six
The Huskies will look to
points.
continue their winning ways this
Copley said one of the big Saturday with a home game against
reasons for the 2-0 start this season the University of Minnesotais due to the momentum canying Crookston and Sunday at the
over from the strong finish the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
"I think We'll have a successful
Huskies put together last season
going ~3 over their last nine season," Copley said. 'The key for
.our team is to take it one game
games.
''We did finish strong last year," at a time and we should be
Copley. said. 'The biggest thing alright."

Husky S orts Scoreboard

j

J

Julill PetersonlASSOCJA'T! f.DfTOR

Tens A&M-Oxnmerce at North Dakota
State

NCC Focmw,.

SewtJley

S(pt6gg!PKJ
St. Ooud Stare at Northern ~
SouthDakoti.atW:ayneState
Mesa State at Nonhem Colorado
Augustana at Washburn

DrakeatMomingside
Central Mis<;ouri at Nebraska-Omaha
Mankato State at Minnescta-Duluth

l99ZNCCSbt!Y#nn

9/6
9/13
9/20
9127
J0/4
JO.Ill

atNonhernArirooa

10/18
10/2S
lVl

Augusta.a
Noon
at Nonh Daken
1pm
atNorthDakotaState . 6pm
Soutbl)QJ,ola

Noon

9/28

Nebraska-0-ba

Noon

JQ,'3
lQ/5
JQ,'11

l927footbqllwm4H!e

NCC
Overall
Nebraska-Omaha ........3-J
•· 10.l
NonhemColorado ......... 6-3 ........... 11-3
North Dakota ................6-3 .......... ... H
South Dakota State ....... 6-3 ......... H
NorthDako<aState ....: ...5-4 ..........6-4
SOW:hDakota .................. 4-5 ................6-5
St. Ckul Stare ............ 4-5 ............5-6
Mankato State ......... .4-5..•........5-6
Augustana .................... 2-7............... }-8
Morningside ...... ····· ...0--9. ·············· 1-10

0-3-0......3-10-0

1227Sam7:Klzn#Hk
8/30 St. Cloud State 3, St. }oscph·s 2, OT.
8131 St. Cloud Seate 13, Bemidji St. 0.
9/6
Mi,rnesota<.rooluto,rlp.m.
9n
at Minnesota-Duluth
lp.m.
9/12
at Moomead State
4p.m.
9/14
wt,w,,a5t4te
lp.m.
9/20
Truman State
lp.m.
9n1
Central Missouri State lp.m.
9n6
a!NorthernColorado l.p.m.
9n7
at Metro Stace
lp.m.

1096NCC5#efl4inPI
Team

Mankato State ...

11/8
ll/15

Mirme$0W-Dulutb

at Moming5ide
at Nonhern Colorado
MQQalOSUlle

atSouthDakotaState

8:05pm
Noon
1:30pm

2pm
Noon
lpm·

NCC1996Nf+9en41ne1
Team

NOC

~r.lll
13-6-2
North Dakoia State ....... 2-1-0 ...... 14-5-0
SC..CloodSWe ........... 1-2--0 .......... 7-9-J

NorthcmColorado....

3-0-0..

QJk.n§g
Jon Miller,jr.. 6-3. 210 lbs
Jerry Reitan, jr., 5-6, 171 lbs
Chad Stiemagle, soph., 6-4. 235 lbs
Johannes Bjork, jr., 6-6. 250 lbs ·
Mike McKinney,jr., 6-3. 185-lbs
Mike Flanigan, soph., 6-4, 228 lbs
Mike Reuter. soph., 6-6, 300 lbs
Matt Thompson, sr., 6-4. 310 lbs
Dustin-Nikituk, jr., 6-3. 295 lbs
Dave Camacho, st, 6-2, 305 lbs
Brian D<>wning, soph., 6-4, 280 lbs
Neil Fish. soph.• 5-1 O. 2 IO lbs
Kris Aksteter. sr.• 6-0, 171 lbs

at Regis
Nortb DaJwta StaU
UW-Parllstde
Mauato su,u,

Team
NCC
Overall
St. Cloud State ..............0-0 .............0-4
Auguscana .. .... ............... 0-0 ........... 0-0
Mankato Staie ........ .0-0.....
0-0
. .. ,..0-0 ··•···•·· ... ·1-3
Ncbra.ska-Omaha ..........0-0 ............. 2-2
North Dakota ..................0-0 ............. 0-0
Momingsidi:,...

lS-S,ls-6,12..IS,IS-12.
8/29 Cerural Missouri def. St. Cloud State,

6p.m.

11/1

Quincy

6p.m.

Noon

lS-2,lS-l,lS-l
8/30 Peru Slate def. SL Cloud Stare, IS-3,

lS-7, IS-10.
8/30 Missouri Western

NCC YOLUYULL

10/1
10/7

10/10

1227 Yqileyb,qP Srlzrduk
8129 Pit!5buigh State def. St. Cloud State,

Lynn
Barry

,m

~ !~!~

lla .m

Missouri-St.Louis

,m

NorthDakotaStau:: ..•....0-0.
0-0
NorthcmColorado ......0-0 ........0-0

lp.m.
TBA

J0.'31

,no
9/11,

South Dakota ................ ..0-0 ............. 3-1
South Dakota .Stall: ........ 0-0 .............0-0

4p.m.
lp.m.

10/24
J(l,'25

9/12.13
9/16
9/19

def. St. Cloud State,

15-10,lS-8,3-lS,lS-6
9/5,6
DemidjiSta!e lnvite

IO.II

10/24
10/25
10/31
11/1
11/5

un,s

11/14
11/15
l l/21.22

12/5-7

NCC/NSC Challcnge
at Morningside

Nebraslra-0,,u,ba
Nortberw Colomdo
Soutb~st Stau
at Noith 0-.ikcu State
at Nonh Dakota
Mankato State
atSouchDakott
al

Soulb Dalwta SU,te
Augustlma
at Northern Colorado
at Nebraska-Omaha
Nortb DaJ,ota
Nortb D1diot4 Stau

Morrd,rgride
South Dalwta
Mu,rluuo Stme

Minn-Duluth Invite
a1Auguscana
South Dakcta State
NCAA D-11 Regionals
NCAA D-11 Nationals

IBA
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m
7p.m.

7p.m.
7p.m
7p.m
7p.m

7p.m.
8p.m.

6p.m
5p.m
5p.m.
5p.m
5p.m
7p.m
TBA
7p.m.
6p.m.
TBA

TBA

TBA

Defense
Defensive End
Defensive Tackle
Nose Guard
Defensive End
Outside Linebacker
Inside Linebacker
Weak Cornerback
Strong Cornerback
Strong Safety
Free Safety

Brent Graunke, soph.• 6-3, 255 lbs
Jeff Hazuga, fresh., 6-5, 255 lbs
Corey Peters, sr., 6-0. 250 lbs
Jay Hanson, sopb., 6-3, 240 lbs
John DesRoches, sr., 6-0, 220 lbs
Jim Louis, sr.: 6-0, 225 lbs
Jeremy Burrows,jr., 5-JO, 190 lbs
Larry Miller, soph.• 6-0, 177 lbs
Greg Gronski, sr., 6-0, 190 lbs
Lance Horozewski, sr., 6-0, 195 lbs

Pnnt or Kick Returns Jerry Reitan. sr.• 5-6, 171 lbs or
Mike McKinney, jr.• 6-3, t 85 lbs
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Husky sports teams look to fill major voids
Loss of key players headlines start of 1.997-98 Husky sports season
One year "ago, SCSU sports fans were ·
wondering whether the Husky hockey team
would qualify for the NCAA toumariient,
whether Randy Martin would win the
Harlon Hill trophy, or if the volleyball team

would make a repeat trip to the elite eight
national tournament.

TAI.KIN'
TIIE TALK

Even though
none of the above

came true last
season, many
positive things were
taken from last
year's Husky sports
season that leaves us
optimistic for the
upcoming 1997-98

school year.

BY ROB

LAl'LANrE

Even though
most of the SCSU
teams didn't live up
to their expectations
last year, last season
produced some of
the most talented

group of athletes to ever come through this

university.

Even though SCSU trilck and field pole
vaulter Dustin DeRosier may not be the first

name to come to mind when yOu think of
the great individual petfonnances last year,
DeRosier silently made the most noise after
breaking the NC(\A indoor national pole
vault record at last year's NCAA national
meet in Indianapolis, Ind.
DeRosier cleared 18 feet at the meet to
bre"ak the indoor record. He also broke his
own SCSU school record on three different

With key players and coaches graduating,
l.eaving, or transferring last year, plenty of hol.es
need to be filled for many Husky sports teams
this season.
occasions.
Todd Bouman, 1ast seasons starting
quarterback, may not have led the)--lusky
football team co a winning season, Out his
talents didn't go unnoticed as immediately
following the school year, Bouman was
signed as a free-agent by the Minnesota
Vikings, and appeared in two pre-season
football games completing six of·13 passes.
Center Matt Cullen led the Husky hockey
team to their best finish ever in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association standings,
but Cullen could not help advance the
Huskies to their ultimate goal of advancing
to the NCAA national tournament.
Like Bouman, Cullen was contacted
. immediately after his season by the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks of the National Hockey
League, and later signed a three-year, $1.435.
contract with the Ducks. He later reported to
the Baltimore Bandits of the American
Hockey League where he scored nine points
in seven games for the Bandits.
Guard Jon Bryant rounds out last seasons
biggest individual stories after leading the
Husky men's basketball team in scoring in

only his sophomore season.
Like Bouman and Cullen, Bryant took a
step to a higher level after transferring this
season to the University of Wisconsin of the
Big Ten Conference.
Bryant will red-shirt this season in order
to have two full years of eligibility left for
the Division I Badgers.
With individual talents headlining last
se~ons Husky sports year, question~ now
linger regarding the upcoming 1997-98
sports year for Husky players, coaches and
teams this season.
With key players and coaches graduating,
leaving, or transferring last year, plenty of
holes need to be filled this season for many
Husky sports teams.
Will junior starting quarterback Jon
Miller and senior starting runningback Jeny
Reitan fill the void left from the departure of
last years starters Bouman and Randy
Martin?
Who will step up to fill the void left by
record setting setter Heather Modean and
record setting kills leader Cami Selbitschka
on this years Volleyball team?

With Cullen and University of
Minnesota Golden Gopher hockey standouts
Erik Rasmussen and Mike Crowley leaving
college for the NHL this season, will SCSU
junior forward .Mark Parrish step ill as one
of the WCHA's elite scorers this
season?
Last but not least, how will the men's
basketball team fare without last year's
leading scorer Bryant and long time head
coach Butch Raymond, now the athletic
director at Southwest State University?
While the men's spotts teams have major
voids to fill this season, look for the.Husky
·women's spotts teams to make some noise
this year.
· The women's basketball team arguably
will have the best guard combination in the
North Central Conference.
All-NCC point guard Katie Shea.junior,
will team up this season with junior shooting
guard Teri Watkins, who missed all of
last season due to an injury, as the Huskies'
starting guard combination.
After a: disappointing season last season,
the soccer team led by last years leading
scorer Ann Hultgren, sophomore, should
help SCSU be a top contender for the top
spot in the NCC standings.
Despite having five first-year players last
season, the women·s tennis team still_
manag~ to finish third ar last years NCC
championships.
No matter what happens this season, I'm
looking forward to following and covering
what's sure to be another great sports year at

scsu.

Saturday
MAIN STREET
10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Atwood Mall

Featuring TONIC SOL FA
(co-sponsored by Directions
Magazine & Coboms)
World Game
Cultural Awareness
(Ilckets needed)

Noon - 4 p.m., Atwood Ballroom

on the Mall!

Hypnotist
Fredrick Winters

•music • food • fun
• flowers • prizes

(tickets needed)

1st show - 6:30 p.m.
2nd show - 9 p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium

Sexual Violence
Prevention Program
1 - 3 p.m., Ritsche Auditorium

Film
Romeo and Juliet
7 and 9:30 p.m . .
Atwood Theatre

University Picnic
4 - 6,30 p.m., Atwood Mall
(rainsite Atwoo~ Brickyard)

The Quarry Rocks Dance
10 p.m. - Midnight
The Quarry

World Game

World

Is.sues

(Ilckets needed)

6 - 10 p.m., Atwood Ballroom

Greg Brady on"Being Brady"
(Tickets needed)

7,30p.m.
Ritsche Auditorium
Film
The Brady Bunch
7 and 9:30 p.m., Atwood Theater
"Surahoolies do the 60's"
Concert/Dance
9 p.m. - Midnight
Atwood Ballroom
(Tickets needed)
(Free_tuition prize to be given away)

The Quarry Rocks Dance
10 p.m. - Midnight

For More Information
Call 255-3004

Canoe Trips
9 a.m. - 1'30 p.m? &
2 - 6,30 p.m.
Leave from Halenbeck Hall
SCSU High Adventures
Noon-6p.m
• Fun outdoor activities,
volleyball, music, etc.
• Garvey picnic
4 -6 p.m.
Stearns Hall Backyard
Club Comedy featuring
David Orion
Atwood Center Quarry
8p.m.
The Quarry Rocks Dance
Immediately following the
comedian tit Midnight ·

SpollSOttd by:

SCSU Campus Recreaton
University Organiiations
Residen~ Hall Asaociation
University Program Board
Women's Center

AIESEC
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Store neorest compus: In St. Cloud ot Division Ploce Fashion Center on the SE corner of Division St. ond 29th Ave.
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marketing assistant to Residential Life,
coordinated ~ planned lTluch of the oncampus move-m.
summer homes to SCSU.
He said there had not been many changes
1be official move-in to the residence halls from procedures set up in past years.
started 8 a.m. Monday morning.
'This is probably the best year yet," he
''It was kind of scary. At 8 a.m. in the noted.
morning it was quiet and then the doors
Schwartzhoff worked to improve aiid
opened and all of a sudden it was flooded," adjust past plans in order to best suit this
said Megan . Kane, a sophomore and year's needs.
desk.worker in Steams Hall.
The end result of preparations made by
This flood of new and returning students ResidentiaJ Life included less chaos, more
utilized families as well as the services of the satisfied residents and a reduced waiting
' time. Most people
Husky Haulers, a
moving
crew
experienced a 10
comprised
of
to 20 minute wait,
approximately
although some
300 volunteers were in line as
including,
long
as
40
Itwas kind of
students, faculty
minutes.
scary-at
8
a.m.
in
the
and staff. The
"It went really
Haulers
were
smooth,"
morning it was quiet and Schwartzhoff
known as Rookie
Runners in the
said. "It's good to
all of a sudden
past.
:ded~one," , he
it was flooded
'The students
arejustasfunas
The residence
Megan Kane
they can be," said
halls are nearly
Suzanne
SOPHOMORE AND STEARNS fiALL
filled to capacity
Williams, vice
for the 1997-1998
DESKWORKER
president
of
school
year,
Academic Affairs
according
to
and a volunteer helping with move~in.
Becky Anderson, a junior and Husky
The Husky Haulers fllanaged to haVe fun Hauler.
while fighting heat and rain to help the
She said Mitchell Hall had 31 I residents
residents drag, carry .and push their moving in over Labor Day weekend.
belongings from the unloading areas into
'There's only a feW single rooms here
their new homes.
and it's because of medical reasons," she
"A lot of parents say this hru; helped so said.
much," said Tiffany Ellering, junior. 'They
Moving to college for some means
thought it was nice."
leaving home and family for the first
Drew Schwartzhoff, a junior and the time.

UNIVEUSJTYChronicle/19

Feet trom!)ed and rain splattered the
streets and sidewalks surrounding campus on

Monday as students moved away from their

Above, Mark Thoreen, freshman, exchanges goodbyes and
hugs with his parents while Husky Haulers work toward smooth
move-in. At right, students work as a team to safely bring the
beginnings of one bedroom floor into Mitchell Hall.

University Public Safety officer Ryan Bliley, sophomore, assists the caravan of ·
cars in finding the correct move-in lot. The St. Cloud Police were called in to help
direct traffic and .help keep the snaking line moving smoothly.
"I saw quite a few kids wanting to leave
their parents rather than feeling dumped off,"
Kane noted.
Susan Perry, a freshman, moved into the
Benton Hall Honors Community on Monday
with the help of her family.
"I didn't realize how organized you had to
be,"shc said.
Perry said she was initially apprehensive
as she faced being left in her by her parents.
She said it felt strange tx:cause shCdidn't

know anybody. "I'm glad now, but then I was
like 'Aaah!"'
The supervised move-in ended Monday,
at 5 p.m., although many of the new residents
continued .to w<irk, cleaning and setting up a
home away from home.
"Everybody looks pretty happy," said
Megan Ivey, junior.
Schwartzhoff also said the day was a
success. 'The only major setbacks were the
two stonns," he explained.

t. ~,('.'l:tn~~r.n?. 'J~\"-,7.\'., ~:f
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Whitney House recalls p(ist, sees future
by Lloyd Dalton

Several years later, the whitney
house became the headquarters for
university administration. Its study
The colonial architecture of the served as an office for Warren
Whitney house seems out of place Armstrong, university president. next to the smooth brick sides of When the administrative services
Kiehle Hall, Mitchell Hall · and building was built, the Whitney's
Garvey Commons.
house was converted to faculty
As the appearance suggests, the office spaCe.
ivy-covered house is far older than
"It's not suitable, essentially, as
many of the surrounding buildings. classroom or lab space," said Steve
Whitney House was built in Ludwig, director of Buildings and
1916 for Alben G. Whitney, a local Grounds.
entrepreneur
who
became
Though the plaque in front of
extremely wealthy through his the house, dated 1969, says the
business endeavors. During the first building sti ll holds administrative
two decades of the century, he services, it now house1~ the Liberal
acquired the Sc Cloud gas and . Arts and Science department,
electric companies, the St. Cloud including faculty from Psychology,
water power company, and several Philosophy, Social Sciences and
local railways. These propenies Speech
Communication
were sold to NSP in 1924, at which departments.
time the Whitney family was one of
TI1c Whitneys requested that the
the richest in the state.
university make no changes in the
Whitney and his wife Alice home's structure. Because the home ·
Wheelock Whitney, raised three was not originally designed for
children in the house. Also, Eleanor office space, some unique
Roosevelt stayed there during a accommodations have been made.
visit in 1941.
"A lot of file cabinets have been Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE F.DfTOR
In 1954, the children of Alice brought in to store records, but
and Albert Whitney donated funds nothing is pennanently attached," The Whitney House is currently an office building for several SCSU faculty members. The house
to the university for the purchase of said Betty Lommel, who has was once inhabited by one of St. Cloud's wealthiest families and visited by Eleanor Roosevelt
the home. The campus had already worked as a clerk-typist at Whitney structure. There is now a drinking rear office, but they did a good job collegiality and a sense of identity,
expanded around and past the house for nine years. "We've also fou ntain in the front hall, and fixing it last year."
it does help a bit to have all the
Whitney house.
got the fireplace, so we can't put motion-sensitive
lights
were
Richard Lewis, interim dean of faculty in one spot."
The university officially took stuff on that wall, but it's nice for installed last year at Whitney and in SCSU's College of Liberal Arts arid
Regardless of size limitations,
possession of the house in July chairs."
all other campus buildings. The Sciences, said the building serves Lommel agreed with Lewis that the
1956. George F. Budd, president in
The bathtubs in the house are no carpeting was also replaced in reasonably well as office space, aesthetic beauty of the Whitney
1956, called the house "a valuable longer used, but the refrigerator and several rooms last year.
though it cannot house a huge house makes it stand out from other
addition to campus property."
stove in the kitchen come in handy
The age of the building does number of faculty.
university buildings.
A faculty-st udent committee for faculty lunches. The kitthen manifest itself in occasional
"It can be kind of crowded," she
"Right now, we have \3ne
decided to convert the house into a also doubles as a test-taking problems.
department in this building, some said. "But when people come here,
donnitory for freshmen women. location.
"One bad thing about the ,house people in the Education building, they say it's the most beautiful
The three-story building housed
The university has made some is the steam heating," Lommel said. and some more in Brown Hall," house on campus - inside and
about 30 students.
minor changes in the house's "It rattles. We did have a leak in the Lewis said. "When you talk about out."
STAFF WRITER

A metamorphosis for neighboring bars
Rumors are swirling. ... Is the Rox buying the Press Bar and Parlor? Or is the Press
tossing its heavy metal image in favor of a move toward transforming into a dance club?
by Riley Worth

A portion of the west wall has
been knocked out iind will connect
the main bar of the Rox to a
Seve ral
persistent
rumors sit-down area serving a full
floating around on the comer of 5th menu.
Avenue South and . the Mall St.
The fonner flower shop is 25 _
Germain. None of these are feet by 80 feet , 1700 square feet.
true.
The main bar of the Rox will
The Rox is planning an remain open throughout • the
expansion - into the flower shop remodeling.
next door to its current location. the
"We
were
planning
on
Press Bar and
expanding for
Parlor is still
years," Meredith
owned by Greg
said. "At one
Payne, the same
time we looked
person who has
at
expanding
owned it for the
upstairs, but it
past 26 years (see
just
wasn' t
sidebar for story).
practical with the
Rox owner,
new
buildi ng
Don Meredith.
codes the way
said he has heard
they are. Plus, a
rumors
all
two-tiered Rox
summer
he's
isn' t the same as
buying the Press.
a
one-leveled
He said he
Rox."
suspects
the
He added that
rumors started
they've
been ·
with word the
trying to get the
Rox
was
food
business
expanding.
LukilS Johnson/STAFF Pff(Jf(X;RAPHER
going for awhile
"All it is is
but it just hasn·t
someone says 'Yeah they bought worked within the nightcluJ.l
the Press, or they're going to buy environment.
the Press, or that would be perfect if
The new area, which will be
they bought the Press.' It just carpeted, with booths and new
snowballs."
bathrooms, will be open for lunch
Meredith bought St. Cloud specials, happy-hour and late-night
Floral on July I and hopes to specials.
have the remodeling done by
."This will be more of a
October 1.
comfortable atmosphere," Meredith
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

said. "If you were going to bring a
date out you'd come in here, where
as right now you'd come later on at
night, maybe 9 or IO (p.m.), now
you might come down for
happy-hour, might come down for
lunch."
Meredith noted the new part will
not change the image of the Rox. It
is meant to be an extension of the
original bar, which has lived off a

late-night rush of eager-to-dance
party-goers.
'The Rox is going to be the Rox,
and people are going to come down
and party," he said. 'This will just
add to that. This is where you go if
you want to get away from the
dance floor. It's really just an
extension of the Rox."
The flower shop is moving
across the street and according to

Meredith, that change and others
are important to the downtown area.
He said he is not interested in
kicking any business out and
overtaking the downtown scene.
"That was a big part of the
expansion to keep St. Cloud Floral
do~wn here," Meredith said. "You
don't just expand and kick someone
out and say 'see ya.'"

Press Bar changes with times
, by Riley Worth

He added that his plan is to immerse the old (live
bands) with the new (dance and eatery).
'There's not that many good live bands anymore,
The image of The Press Bar and Parlor plus they're very expensive," Payne said. "I'm going to
as St. Cloud 's heavy-metal bar is not gone be honest with you, it's harder and harder to do our
completely.
type of business. Eight to 10 years ago there were 30
The bar has been closed during the weekdays for to 40 bands trying to play here on a regular basis. Now
the past three weeks to enable remodeling. However, · we're lucky if we have five or six."
this remodeling will not
According to Payne he
completely change the scheme
••
remodels every six to seven
of the bar.
years and it was time.
Owner Greg Payne said
He said the changes are
he was caught in a "catch-22"
going to be fairly extensive,
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

~;c~~~e h~v;o~1:0n~: a:~~~
night and he couldn't afford
~~pl~-ave

re:~~:g

the

downstairs

tt~nis;eh;,nit

!~~

I'm going to be honest
with you, it's harder
and harder to do our
type of business.

~nr~~:i:~; 1:i'~~g~~;t~i:,, :
two-tiered dance floor, full~:i~:~sio~t~~: :n :~u;Jn as
unde;;i up;'ai1e£arlo~i:~!

be comparable to an O'Hara's,
Greg Payne
changes.
but
with
live
PRESS BAR AND PARLOR 0wNER
"It's going to be the full
bands.
package," Payne said. "We'll
He said he always wanted
still have bands on certain
his bar to be a complete package, plus he says he weekends, like 'Gemini.' but there just won't be a
enjoys cooking.
show every night."
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Electronica hits the U.S.

fJ

by Betsy Cahill
Music CRITIC

selling more than 385,000
copies in its first week. The

r:~~~

I s.Penl my summer_vacation
workmg for an cntertam~ent
venue that only brought m

~:;i::~~

country acts.Aft~r

~~:emble

monotonous chant of
slot machines 1
wanted _to list~n to
something completely

diffe~ent.

~~~-e: i; ;~
0

: ~;:~r one

countries.

-~
•

.
.

.· ·
.
...

.

\o~::t!~::~~c

~

~ewest craze in the music
industry - "electronica." This is
a fricnd l tenn for techno,
h. h h y
h
w 1c as grown more t an
eve_r. It seem~ as thoug.h th_e
~tire w~~l~ ,sd~mtacmg it.
_ne co~
ar . Y •
.
1th

:~:~=~: ~:1:.

:~:~~~;~~~d 1

Bands like The Sneaker
~ii~p:r:~'! ;;:7ot~~:~::~tt~e

_'

Prodigy also entered
the U.S charts at
n~m~cr one, becoming

the eighth ~.K. ban~ to
do so, putting them _m

~~:

Fl

;:~~e:~ :~~ts
d O ·

like
h Mod

Eito:~:~n~

an~y

e

~he Fat of the Land
is st~ked. with _10 po~erfully
franllc, cl1.:ctrom: so~gs- th c
whole al.b um mam_tams tense
rhythms that suck m the

listener.
"Firestarter" was the first

single off this album. It gave
the world a taste of Prodigy's
irresistible blend of punk, hip: 0:i~~:~~c:;h~a::~;~:;her
Beginning with one of their

spectrum. While the Orbital and

;ae:::;~!:t;:~~~::~e:~:rtr:~:

~~::~:;t~~ :~::~:c::~i~:t~he
Crystal Method, Fluke and Daft

of the album. These hooks give
Prodigy's style its add ictive

Punk kee p the whole ball

~ : :1:yfr~eih:l~~~;~!~ed a

~:~\:~s;~~~ :~:::s~aveThe n the British quartet,
Prodigy, exploded onto th e
scene with their third album.
The Fat of the Ulnd became
the fastest selling album in the
United Ki ngdom 's history,

"S .O.S," giving the liste ner a

r::~

1; a;,:~iliar names
sen:.:;a~:
were credited on this CD·
Crispian M ills, of Kula Shak~r,
helped o ut o n the track
"Narayan;" Republica's lead
singer, Saffron, j oined in on

"Fuel My Fire;" and "Dr.
Octagon" Kool Keith, formerly
of Ultramagnetic ~C. lent a ·
harid o n the song,"Diesel
Power."
The second single, "Breathe"
also began with the lead in
setting the pace for the rest of
the song. The intensity of the
strong bass and the duel ing
vocals kept the adrenal ine rush
flowing.
As for the other tracks on the
LP, anyone of them could be
Prodigy's next big hit
"Fu~I My Fire" is an L 7
cover with a bass line as loud as
the sound of your heart in the
back of y0ur throat after being
scared out of )'our m ind. With a
little help from a Beastie Boys'
sample, it goes into an old skool
-rave mode complete with disco
liks. "Climbatizi;" begins with
an orchestral sy nthesizer that
washes into a caplivating
Middle Eastern groove.
Prodigy's third album was
my favorite album of the
summer. The best part is it was
not on ly the victory for techno
acts everywhere, but also for
independent labels.
This CD was first o n a
completely independent label.
In order to release the album in
the United States, they signed
with Madonna's Maverick
Recording Compa ny. Still, this
was a major success for an
independent label.

- :r;

You can put your valuable
skills and experience to use in
your community. lhe Minnesota
National Guard is fulluf hometown heroes who are there when
called upon. Their presence is
essential to the safety anP peace
of mind of their neighbors. They
may sandbag to protect homes
and lives from flood waters,
or help stranded motorists in
a bliu.ard.

By serving just one :-veekend
a month and two weeks a year,
you can be a hero when your
neighbors need one mosl
Call today:
320-255-2908 or
320-255-4"8

MINNESOTA

/~ ,_ ,
~

(}; 1:ur ri¥~

metus
6 T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
C320J 251-2569
l,1/.e ~and~~
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Unzve"JtSzry Vzllage Townbomes

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
S un. 11 a.m .-6 p.m.

Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

•

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU.
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free. Parking/Outlets
Heat and Wa ter Pa id
Phone/Ca ble each Bedroom
Ceilini fans in bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dis hwash er
Air Conditioning
Large Storage ;Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Ven ding Machines
In d ividu al Leases
Pleasant / Quiet Atmosph ere

Totally Committed
to Technolo1 • •
S

I. C.lo ud Techn ica l College is ccle h r.Hing 50 years
of lifelong learning o p portunities. Wit h a tr.1d itio n
o f MJCcess we ca n continue to ~y -sere g r.1duates
get jobs!"" O ur faculty have work experie nce in the
academic area~ in w hich they te ac h a nd are to tally
committed to educating o ur st ude nts using the la test
techno logy.

Uelow are the career departmenls a t SCTC. If you·d
like more _information o r to enroll, call our Admissions
Office at 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009.
• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Technology
• Health and Human Service
• Information Technology
• Manufacturing Technology
• Transportation Technology

■

SI: CWUDTECHMCAL

■

Fo1t Aduh Housing aT ITS

BesT --

Call 252-2633

CAN

1540 Northway Drive
St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240

COLLEGE
<;olden Oppo,tunities

ADAAcces-facilityAllirma1""'Action/EqualCls>po,1intyEduca101andEmploy...-
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SCSU STUDENT GOVERNMENT

GO ING R~u@BUSINES~ SA l E!
WE HAVE A WHOLE ASSORTMENT OF CHAIRS TO CHOOSE FROM,
Academic Affairs, Campus Affairs, Constitutional Review, Cultural Diversity Representative,
Judicial Council, Legislative Affairs, Liaison to the St Cloud City Council, Public Relations,
Student Services, and Urban Affairs, These are all stipend positions, Apply in the Student
Government office in Atwood Center by 4 p,m, Thursday, September 11,
Positions are als.o available for Judical Council Members, Fee Allocation Committee, and
Finance Elections (not stipend positions). Apply in the Student Government office by
4 p.m. Friday, Sep.tember 18.

~f@@lf ~ ,~~Y1 l~ff ~ ~g~~f~·fl@fl
Paid for by your student activity fees

r-------------:

Lose It -- And
Never Find It Again

I

: $999

Learn nutritious
· eating habits
@

@

Offered by SC.SU Health Services
Thursdays 3-4 p.m., weekly for 8 weeks
Starts Sept. 18 for $15

Register early: 255-4850

; Your Choice of Toppings

i

L_ · ____________ J

Delivery or Carryout.
St. Cloud

Join "Healthy Weighs"

,

l (Choose from Crunchy, Thin, or Original 1
Crust. Deep Dish slightly higher)
1
1
~
Expires 5/31/98
: .

Take 1-2 pounds
off each week
and keep it off
Learn the value
of exercise

Any
Pizza

,

Sauk Rapids

Waite Park

'259-1900

251-4885

253'."8520

1507 !st St. S.
Serving SCSU
Campus

14 N Benton Dr.
Serving Sartell &
SE St. Cloud

256 2nd Ave S.
Serving Waite
Park, St. Joseph
& Westwood
Area

Unleash big savings . AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE.
Choose AT&T And we'll give you a fr ee one-year Student A dvantage"

membership. Use your card to get special offers and up to SO% off every
day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponso.rs
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Ch o ose AT&T.

Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE .

Call
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visit

l-800-878-3872
www.att.com / coll e ge / 11p . html
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Surahoolies-; Beatles"
University Chronicle is groove to ·same style
seeking employees for
the following
positions:
Graphies editor
Staff writers
Copy editors
• Gain valuable experience in:
* QuarkXPress
* Microsoft Word
* Communication skills
*Working u;der deadlines

*JJ!ititJ,g.

Apply at Stewart Hall 13
Ryan Voz, Editor
255-4086

Jeromy Cannon,

I

me

my goAh!"

Raid. "Call

a fitting name since it seems~to be a

~~~!~i~;!d~:cr~~dthc~e~;;_dH!~;u~~afl~~~~:
them a year to put together. They said the music was
I decided to take a hiatus from writing, but during slowed down by the energy put into the creation of the
this break I was given a chance to interview the studio. Another good local band, Vc\qur, also uses the
Surahoolies, one of my favorite bands.
studio.
I was asked to review the 'hoolics a
Hasbrouck said he was brought up on the
while back, but I didn't want to interview
Beatles and that like the Beatles, the
them because any review I gave of them
Surahoolies don't like to stay on a set fonnukl
would be biased.
or style. The Beatles were true innovators of
The Surahoolies arc as wonderful to talk
· music, so many modem sounds have stemmed
to as they are to hear play. I sat down with
from the Beatles. I tried to put the
Mark Hasbrouck,- the main singer in the
Surahoolies' music into a certain category and
band, at the Red Carpet and felt very
was unable to do so. Their style is fresh and
diverse, which is a nice change from some of
comfortable.
•. The band has been together for six years,
the seemingly manufactured sound of today's
but Hasbrouck said there have been changes. big music names. Hasbrouck said that he doesn't like
Hasbrouck started out in 1987 with Brian Heying, the bands that seem to have a sci formula. He seemed to
Surahoolies' current drummer. They started out pride himself and the 'hoolies for not having a set style
recording on a little four-track recorder. They later or formula. He also said that to have a good song you
added Mugsey, who now is the announcer for KVSC's- must have a melody.
Sunday morning show, and Ted Chop. KVSC played
Later, I paid my way in to see them play on stage. I
Hasbmuck's first'SOng on the air, thanks to 'The Arca" took a seat with my friends and got comfortable. I
host Andy Valenty.
wouldn't be silting for lo'ng because I wanted to dance
In 1989, the Surahoolies added another member and when they start¢ to play. As I said, there isn't a way of
released their first CD. The current Surahoolies roster is describing their music. It's just happy, fun music. It's
Hasbrouck-vocals, guitar; Jay Ellingson - bass, vocals; lively and eclectic. It's full of life and intelligent lyrics.
Jim Bjorklun - guitars, violin; Heying - drums; Deb
The Surahoolies have their own culture, a devoted
Pflipsen - accordion,llute,piccolo,vocals; Martin Wolfe following, that exists - from Monkeyboy to the coat• percussion; and Andy Novak - percussion.
check peop\c. Go to a show and you will know what
Hasbrouck said the band still relies on the four-track I'm talking about. There are the usuals that are always
recorder to record the basics of the songs. He said a on the floor dancing. A large number are from KVSC,
song usually starts out as a skeleton of a guitar riff or a including myself. Hasbrouck said he was happy to see
bass line, then everything else is built on that skeleton. the culture around them.
Then songs sometimes are worked and reworked. But
The Surahoolies are a wonderful local band - a
he said they .shouldn't be over edited either.
fun, energetic, creative band. If you have seen them
Ellingson arrived later and they both explained how play, you know what I'm talking about.
the song "Willy Wonk.a" came from the two of them
If_you haven't seen them, go see them as soon as
playing around. They said sometimes songs come from possible. You're in for a delightful treat! I've only been
just playing together and finding what works. Songs in Minnesota for a year and l have _seen them many
shouldn't be forced, they said.
times, slowly integrating myself into the usual crowd
There were rumors that the band had their own whenever I can. I highly recommend going out and
recording studio. Hasbrouck said it is called the seeing them soon or purchasing one of their CD's.

The doctor told
I h~d a TttlliuA.
·" oh

"Playground" -

· LIVE Music CRITIC

I

get that
Wlth Cheese?"
Ill

At Erbert & G-erhert'!'! freshness counts, not only when it comes to our
!WmwichM, but alM with the way we look at the worl1L Take the
simple art of naming a AAndwich. We prefer names like The Halley's
Comet, The Romk, or The Girf. Not exactly normal, !mt. then again,
you have to a.<Jk yourself, who want!'! a normal !'!andwich? Make sure

~ Weloome

BilOk Students!! ~

NiQhtlv Drink Soecials
Mon-Personal Pitchers $2.95, Micro's $3.95, & 22oz
Taps $ 1.25 !!
Tues-Buy a pitcher and receive a FREE pizza or
super nacho!!
Wed-GREEK NIGHT! Pitchers $4.25 and $.15
Buffalo Wings!!
Thur-Happy Hour 4 p.m.- 7p.m .. Plus-Long Island
Ice Teas $2.00, 16oz Taps $1 .25, & Jags $2.00
Fri-Best Happy Hour in town
4 p.m.- Sp.m.1!!!!

yon visit Erbert & Gerhert's and try one of our fourteen delicious
sanrlwiches. Sandwiches a.CJ uncommon M their names.

- - -- - -- - -

Sat-Roll ing Rock & Corona's on
~pecial!!
Sun-Imports, Micro Brews, and Taps only $1.75.

ERBERI GERBERI'S®

Visit our location at 8 :Fifth Ave. N., or for delivery call 253~4963.

715 St Germain Street - St Cloud, MN 56101 - (320) 251-9868
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Get AT&T One Rate . FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance .

■
.

If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T

One Rate. Free.·You'II also get a free one-year membership to Student
Advantage"-the largest student discount program ever.
• AT&T On~ Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home- to anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.

• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off
every day at thousands o f your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors-like Kinko's:' Tower Records" and Amtrak~

Li ve off campusr G et AT&T On e Rate

and a Student Advantage membersh ip. FREE .

Call
or

visit

1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/collegel n p , html

It ' s
StudeNAd,antageotl,,rvalodforAT&T~long0..1¥>Cecust.,,.,...,..._ Cl 1997AT&T

a ll

within

y o ur

rea ch.

.

AT&T
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Housing
BRIDGEPORT APTS.
subleaser ,needed $240 month,
great l~lion.- Parking available if
needed,
gr1:!at
roommates
guaranteed. Any questions call
Charysse at (715) 273-4109 or
(715) 273-7798.
FREE 1ST MONTH'S HENT
one bdrm., near bus line, cat OK, 9month lease, $390 NM (612) 5617363
fBDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garbage, parking included. Call 6541854.
3 SINGLE ROOMS .
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

AVAILABLE NOW
single rooms in rooming house. Very
nice house! 1 block to campus.
$125-245 mo. Call 267-3290 or 2551274.
ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS
rooms available for fall. All utilities
paid. Four blocks to SCSU starting
at $160/mo. Call 251-5246 after 4
p.m.
FEMALE:
to share large 2 bdmi. apt. Great
locati9n! Newly femodeled! $289·
$315. Phone 267-3291 or 255-1274
(Niki).
•
LARGE 2-BDRM. APT.
available immediately. Free off
street parking, laundry, micro., newly
remodeled, near Halenbeck Hall.
$440-480 mo. Call Glen, 251-0029,
tt no answer, leave message.

1 & 2 BDRM. APT.
1 BDRM. EFFECIENCY APT.
$370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
in a house. Private bathroom and water, garbage & parking. located
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340. on bus line, on-site laundry, mini- - - - - - - - - . blinds. Call today 654-8300.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
$$$$$$ 485/MONTH $$$$
7-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1st. Call Pat 255- 2 bdnn. apt. Sept. 97-May 98. Basic
utilities included. Convenient S.E.
9585.
location. On bus line. Currently
have a few ~ft for Fall. Call today
PARK SOUTH
654-8300.
apts. 3 and 4 bdrm. apt. 9 month
leases. All amenities. 4 bdrm. $189
1 STOP SHOPPING
month. 3 bdrm. $249 with computer
We have several 1, 2, 3 & 4 bdrm.
and or storage room. 259- 4259
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
floor plans .and amenities. If you
NOW AVAILABLE
need fall 1997 housing --WE HAVE
large 2 bdrm. apt. Very nice. Across IT!!-- Call today. We are currently
street from campus. $275-$315/mo. showing all apartments. Choose the
Call 267-3291 or 255-1274.
size an9 style and see it today! Call
654-8300.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL "97"
Single room in large 4 bdrm. apt.
$370 -1 BDRM. APT.
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line. Get ·away from the roommate
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
hassles and get a place of your own.
Our apts. include heat, water, &
HIGH POINT APT.
garage. You will have your own
rent your own room $185/month. reserved parking spot, on-site
Includes basic cable, DW, micro. laundry and conveniently close to
Located on the Metro Bus line, close campus. 654-8300.
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
FOR RENT
one bdnn. in house for female.- All
1 BDRM. LEFT
utilities · included. Washer/dryer
female. 4 bdrm. house. $190/mo. newly remodeled. Close to SCSU.
Everything included. Cozy, quiet, Call Liz at 203-8954.
·
clean. Call Lisa: 654-6742.
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAILABLE
2 BDRM. APT./$550/MONTH
in lg. house. Close to downtown.
close to campus, on-site laundry, Quiet, no smoking, all util. included.
large,rooms, spacious closet, lots of $275-$325. Avail. 10/1. CaN 255cabinets. Heat, water, garbage & 1556.
parking included. 654-8300.
$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
4 BDRM, APT. $185/MONTH
YOUR APT.
1 & 2 baths, ind. lease. Heat, water 1, 2, 3, & 4 bdrm. apt. Large baths,
& garbage included, close to . spacious closets, basic utilities
campus. 654-8300.
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
2 BDRM. APT. $450/ MONTH
quiet building. 12 ITlonth lease only. 12-month lease. Includes heat,
Call 240-9483.
water, & garbage, large rooms,
balcony, o~-site laundry, located. on
ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO. bus line. Call Sharon 654-8300.
includes washer & dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located three
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
blocks from SCSU. Call 253-0673 or to share huge double room for fall
612-295-4084. Off-street parl<ing.
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.
TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251 -8941 .

Policies:
•·D eadline: Monday at noon for the Wednesday edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes twoJ ines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been

established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and ran according to the amount of space
· For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, at 255-4086 or 2552164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
$$$$$EFFJCl~NCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
. APT.
in a house. laundry, no pets. 2535340.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students, in
quiet building. 12 mo. lease only.
Call for details 240-9483.
EFFIENCIES
1-4 bdnn., Eff. apts. Call 259-4841,
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, micro., DW, NC, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.
ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
includes washer & dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located three
blocks from SCSU. Call 253-0873.
Off-street parking.

STATEVJEW
four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, D.W., mic'ros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large four-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management. 253-091 O.
SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm.
townhomes,
pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
. immediate~, 252-2833.
MALES
across from campus in 4-bdrm.
apts. D.W., NC, micro Security

parking available, heat included,
$235/mo. 240-0679/250-0679.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
one block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Prop.
ROOMATE WANTED
$200 all utilities including phone.

Washer/dryer. also. Call after 5:30,
202-8191.

WINDSOR WEST
four-bdrm. un~s and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

l, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments

PARK SOUTH
apts. 3- and 4-bdrm. apts. 9-month
lease. All amenities 4 bdrm. $189
month. 3 bdrm. $249 with computer
and or storage room. Call Pillar
Prop. at 259-4259.
CAMPUS EAST
large four-bdrm.5. with twq full baths.
Extra storage. D.W., garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the student. Utilities included. 706
6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
HOUSE FOR RENT
seven-bdrm. house across from
campus. Available Sept. 1. Pat 255·
9585.
1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garbage, parking included. Call 6541854.

callhomel
Featuring •Dishwasher & disposal
•Tennis, basketball and volleyball courts
•Cable TV available
•On busline
•Walking path & spacious grounds
•Well maintained apts.
•Westside location with convenient
shopping
•Playground
•Outdoor pool & private balconies

OLYMPIC II
three-to four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
sscurity, garages, and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
·
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
OW, micro., NC, mini blinds,
laundry. Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575 7th St. S.
252-9226.

1:.v~ttol](, Mo oom~thlf\lA to o(Jfl.
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FOR RENT
house suitable for 8-12 women. Two
blocks to campus. Utiltties paid. Low

rent. Call
message.

252-6153.

leave
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WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St. Suite

205, St.

Cloud.
PARK SOUTH
. 3- and 4-bdrrn. apts. 9 month

Personal'i

leases. All amenities. 4 bdrm.

$189/month. 3 bdrm. $249 with
computer al'\d or storage room.
Pillar Property Management. 2594259. (800)218-9000 Ext H3883 for
current listings.

Attention
BABYSITTER NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY
Call 259-5688.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toi! free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1·800·218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP

two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard

Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
$1,000's POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218- 9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the

infinite burning

screaming

torture of one's own children in
infinite hell is an infinitely bad moral
example. II the infin~e torture of
one's children is perfectly right, then
there is nothing left to be wrong, and

all is permitted. Biblical Jesus Christ
is infinitely immoral. Atheism is true.

Employment
FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMElvT
LEARN THE COMMUNICATION
AND COMPUTER SKILLS YOU
WILL NEED TO BE SUCCESSFUL
IN TODAY'S COMPETITIVE
BUSINESS WORLD!

Meyer Telemarketing blends
integrity, work ethic and direct

marketing expertise to ensure
unparalleled results for our clients.
Discover what our ecperience will
mean for yoµ.
Since 1976, St. Cloud's

No. 1

Professional Telemarl<eting
Firm Offers:
•Flexible daytime hours between
9:00am and 4:00pm

'Flexible evening shifts 4:00pm9:00pm
"Schedule your own shifts
•up to 40 hours per week

Chronicle

*Starting wage of $6,00/hr.
•up to an additional $3.00- $4.00
per hour extra in performance
bonuses
•Opportunity for growth
*Development of skills for future
career OPPQrtunijies
*Fun, supportive, AND prqfessional
environment
·
• Paid Vacation
•401K plan
To express interest call Pam
Kenning, Recruitment Manager, at
(320) 259-4050.
PART TIME LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
WAREHOUSE
posttions available in Sauk Rapids.
Flexible hours wlth minimum of
three hour shifts and up, during the
hours of 7:00a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Starting
wage $5.50/hr. Fill out application
at: CSI Sports, 360 Industrial Blvd.
Sauk Rapids, MN 56379
•
SPRING BREAK "98
sell trips, earn cash & go free !1!
Studen.t Travel Services is now
hiring
campus
reps/group
organizers. Lowest rates Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida. Call 1-600-6484849.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
plush forests, beach resorts,
ranches, rafting companies. Up to
$12/hour. Nation wide openings.
Call (919) TT67 ext. R199.
$1000'5 POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
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food/lodging!! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-TT67, ext. A199.

period. Shuttle service to SCSU
provided. Must be well organized
with a good driving record. Call
253-9370 or apply at 628
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
earn to $2000+/ino. pluS free . Roosevelt Road.
world travel (Europe, Caribbean, - - - - - - - - etc'.). No exp. necessary.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Room/board. Ring (919) 918- mailing our circulars. For info. Call
7767, ext.C199.
301-845-0475 or 202-4562.

EXTRA INCOME 97
earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For more info.
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Seabreeze Travel,
P.O. Box 0188, Miami, FL
33261.
DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time school bus
drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour /:l,nd
benefits. Variety of routes and
hours available. Paid trail]ing

For Sale
LOFT BED ,
sturdy,
tubular
construction.
Currently red, can be painted.
Bookcase one end. $95.00. Call
252-6651.
FOR SALE
Hyundai Excel 1989.106 miles,
good gas mileage. MUST SELL,
$800 or b/o. Call 255-3542. '

Gaetz
Child Care Centers
· Close to SCSU
Serving the St. Cloud Area for more than
35 years!
State Licensed Programs:
Infant Program
Toddler Program for 16-35 months
Pre-school Program for 3-5 years
Hourly, Part-day, and Full-day rates

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare/

Call Director for information:

(320) 251-5694
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Sometimes it's Good to Get F's!
·Fun
Friendly
Flexible Hours
Fast Paces
Funds
If you think that these F's are A+, take a look at this!

* Flexible Scheduling - Work around your classes!
* Paid Orientation & Training - No report cards!
* Competitive Wages & Bonuses - Hey, college is
expensive!
* Casual Environment - No suits, ties or uniforms!
* Convenient Downtown Location carrwilk- m take the bus!
* Professional Experience - It will look great on your
-No

resume!

Join our team of Teleprofessionals doing some of
the best Telefundraising & Telesales in the industry
·
and really make the grade!

Call Today!
. 259-1896

COMMUNICATIONS

